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Abstract 
In this paper we describe and illustrate a simple semantic model of register 
transfer systems - i.e. systems built by connecting together storage devices 
like registers and.memories via combinational circuits like gates and arithe 
metic units. The goal is to develop an elegant and efficient framework in 
whiCh to conduct correctness proofs. After explaining the model we illus~ 
trate our methods by presenting two case studies. In the first of these we 
completely specify a small general purpose computer, and then prove correct 
a microcoded-inplementation. This involves showing that the signals gener- 
ated by the microprogrammed controller cause register transfers in the host 
which correctly fetch, decode and execute machine instructions; and also 
that the control unit correctly interprets and sequences microinstructions 
according to the microcode semantics. In the second case study we go down 
a level and verify nMOS‘inplementations of devices like those used to build 
the computer. Starting from four primitives — gates, joins, pullups and 
ground — we first implement and verify not and nor elements. Using these we 
then specify, hnplement and verify a stackcell and controller taken from.Mead 
and Conway's book "Introduction to VLSI Systems". In both case studies the 
proofs are highly structured. For example, in the nMOS study the stadk cone 
troller is expressed as the composition of two subsystems and a clock, and its 
correctness follows from the correctness of the subsystems; the correctness 
of these, in turn, follows from the correctness of their immediate constituents 
(not and nor elementS). It is not necessary to flatten down to the gate level 
and hence proofs do not explode in size. 
N.B. I would be very grateful for any comments and advice on the work 
reported here. Please write to me at the Computer Laboratory, Cambridge. 
A typical register transfer system is shown in Figel 
switch 
in 
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Figa I The system CflflNfln) 
ZZ 
INC 
J, 
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'flle complete systah COUNTOI) is msed out of three carponents MUL REGhz) 
and INC. MUX and INC are ocmbinaticmal devices; the value on the outmzt‘ 
limisafimctionofthevaluesontheinput ljhesg We absttactavayfm 
the finite delay present in practime The VEIIE m the output line 11 of 
MUX iseitherthevaluemtheinputlimin, iftrue isthevalueomthe 
input line switch, or it is the value cm the input line out if false is the 
valte cm switch. The value on the output line out of INC is one plus the 
value on its input line 129 ’ 
REG(n) is a Sequential devier It behaves like a state machine which 
‘ changes statewhensiglalledtodosobythecloch Inastateinwhich 
the device is storing the value 72 it outputs n on to the output line 12; 
when the systen is clocked the value on the input line 11 is stored, over-w 
writing the previous value. 
Smeweputtmemlineswitahanddmlinein,thenfiwillbeomline 
ZlandsoifmclockthesystenOWillbestoredintheregister. We 
sgm - 
egress this by saying COUNTfn). 000* COUNTW) a If we put false 
m lire switch then the value m 22 will be me valse m out Mali is see 
plus the vale on 22 which is the vane stored ivew we will ham Oglgl st 
lines 12 ,out and 21 - o- ivelya Thus if we clock the systm it .- 
COUNTHA Clwly, smeessively clockiiig the system whilst keeping false 
m line switch will cause tie system to ,-..- COUNNZ) ,C’OUNWS) m M 
In this paw ve explain a mtatim for representieq and verifying both 
Specificatims and ingletentations of register transfer systmo This 
notatim is has@ cm the Aecalculus and is interpreted within the theory of 
dareins developed by Dana Smtt Ellie. However, to make what follwas 
accessible to as wide an audience as mssibley we do not assme Immiedge 
of this time In the next section we mlain evexytmixg that we need.“ 
Technical Preliminaries 
{xlnmon} denotethesetof all xsudlthata..x.m istrue; {} 
denotes theanptyset; SUS”, SnS' and SeS'denote temtivelythe 
union, intersectionarfidifferefice ofthesetsSandSi ; xeS means 
xisan‘srberof Sq, 
If f:S->S' is a functim’am was then we write either ft or fo) for the 
result of agalying f to :20. If f“:S+=S.' and f’:S’—>S” then f’ of: 5+3" is 
the functimal (imposition of f and f” @fined by (f’ of) (at) = f’(f(x))., 
If S and S' are sets them SxS’ is tie set of orMed pairs {(x,y)i;ceS 3 yeSy}v 
The functions fst:(SxS')+S and exact-(Sew) +3” are defined by: 
fst(;c,y) = x 
snd(x,y) y 
The set. of all fmetiees fmn S to S' is denoted by 5+8”, thus f’:S->S’ is 
equivalent to fit (5+S’). We abbreviate 51+(52—n” -> (Sn+S)...) by 
51+32+na +Sn+S - i.e. + associates to the right. If f:31+32->M,+ Sn-r» S’ 
andxiesi (for 15¢ Sn) then fxlxznaccn abbreviates ((.a((fx1)x2)uo.)arn) ... 
i.e. ftmction agalicatim association to the lefta 
o 
wgw 
.— 
We dmote tie set of intmers by Int .m , 
thm The set {trueD false} of truth values, or hooleans” is deleted by 
3001 . The unary matim “a and binary Operatims A‘ and s denote negation 
(not) 9 mnjtmction (and) and disjmctim (on?) respectivelya We shall 
scmetirres use 1 instead of tree and 0 instead of false; it should be 
clear fm content What 0,1 denote integers and when they dmte booleansl 
If E is sure wression which takes values in a set S @ whenever a 
values in a set S.then maE denotes the fimction f2$+3” defined by 
f(:c)=E; For example, Ax.x2+1 denotes the function which mm a number 
to the successor of its squame Such fmcticn denoting expressions are 
call$ Amressions. in AsaE we call x the bomd variableg and E" 
the body. Note that renaming the Mind variable of a Ameqaression does not 
alter its meaning: for swede, . Axmgfl and mange-1 both denote the 
same functiom 
We smetines denote pairs (say) by just 3,3,1 a i.e.. we quit the brackets. 
An expression of the form Ax.E,E’“ means Ax-(EyE') not. ~Devan?!)”Eh 
If E is an eiqzression which takes values in S ' whenever £11 takes a 
valueinaset Si (for ISiSn),then M3713 . Wx)E denotes the Emotion 
f:(SZ XSZXH XSn)->S' defined by f(x1,”,x) En and. ”1932:: mflJ 
W the function f’:SZ+S +9“ +Sn+S definaby felmz en 8E’. For 
example, Many) cc+y daotes tlgle addition motion add: (Intx'Int)->Int 
defined W addfm,y;li=.x+yy and mes-m (Emotes the ’cln'xifiW addition 
Emotion addc:lnt+(Int+Int) defined by addckc) =Ay.x+y or misalently 
aide x y=x.+y. Note that the result of applying adds to an integer is 
a function - for example, addc l is the successor fmctiom 
If wrunxn are distinct variables and E,E 
let {.231 = E13...,xn:= En} in 22' 
Myths valte of E when each 321: demotes thevalte of Ei‘ For 
example, “let {x=1, y=2} in a:+y" dexmtes 3a The mession 
"let{a:1 =E’1,.. "xn=En} in E" is equivalent to (but oftm more readable 
than) (l(x1,.;.,xn)aE)(E’1,.a”3”). 
1“ ”3E" are expressions then 
We shall often want to define functions recursively, for exmple. 
factorial (n) = if n=0 then I else 71 x factorial (72-1) 
such 'definitions' do not obviously make sense because the thing they 
purport "to define (e.ga the factorial function) is assumed to exist by 
was 
-. 
w of least fixed points; According to this theory; 
definitions are weticns (malomus to x =3§(x2+1)) which are 
define their solutions (just as “reg-m defines a: to he m 
Unforttmately solutions to ire functim equations my either mt 
exist a» for exampley there is no f:IntV->Int such that f($) = f(r)+1 e 
or may siestmut not he miqhefior WIS, every fiat +Int satisfies 
f(x.).=.f(r) a The theory of least fixed points solves these proble‘rs by 
imposing an ordering on functims in such a way that every Bwell f‘cnreda 
recursive definitim has a least solutions To define this ordering it 
is required that the ranges of ftmctims be detains w i.e, ordered sets 
mutainingaleastnerber i and forwhichevery ascendingchainhas a 
least W bound. We shall 31gb; assure the reader is familiar with the 
them of dareins and least fixed points All that is needd to mderstarfl 
that follows is a willingness to accept recursive definitions as unpr®lelee 
ticale Such definitions can be thought of intuitively as aefimhg the 
fmction that would be carputed if they were messed in a programing 
language such as LISPa The interpretation of the undefined elarent .L 
is as'the ”result' returned by a function when applied to an argument 
cm. which it does not. temdnate. For example if ve define f(x) = f(x)+l 
then this defines f(x)= .L for all at. For this to wont we must make 
Int intoadaflrbyadding i tcit. 
As well as recursively defined fmctims we will also new recursively 
defined detains. Mare specifically if D arfl D3 are given brains 
wewillusethedanain B definedby B=D+(D'xB) -- md'nof thenext 
section is concerned with mtivating this. Technically such domain equa- 
tions are solved using a beautiful theory developed by Dana Scott £11.! a 
a theory that we do not. assure the reader is familiar with, Intuitively 
-mjnscanbet‘mughtofasdatatypes, andthenrecursivedarain 
equations can be thought of as recursive data type definitions. As a 
first glimpse of‘ how we shall use the recursively defined damn B to 
nodal register transfer system; note that if feB, then as 
B=D+(D'XB), wehave f:D+(D'xB) and hence (fist o f’).:'D-+'Di and 
(and o f):D-> B. If we think of B as the set of states of a sequential 
machine with input alphabet D andoutput alphabet D" then (fat 0 f) 
willturnouttobetheoutprt fmctionand (and o f} thenertestate 
function o This should becare clear later, but first we met cmtinue 
with the technical preliminaries. 
mSm 
-, 
Bemuse of em policy of twins to make th‘m pamr aceessihle te .- 
mt familiar with the theory of we Ml suit all proofs midi 
Imire appeal to this theorya In fact there is absolutely ::" 
intrinsic netheretical interest in that follmvsp and all the mitted 
proofs we routine applications of standard tedmiqtesp although Esme 
of thm are 13th tedious.» We shall also smetirtes aveid discussing 
tedmicalities which arise fm the use of detains rathm than setsg 
For instanm we will gloss over cmtinuity questionsy and the handling 
of J. in our exarplese Readers familiar with the meessary theory should 
easily be able to supply the missing details. 
We assume that both Int and 13002 are flat so (and hence cmtain ii i 
and that the standard Operatims (=5 tag-”3m <3 >filyA3V-,eteel are extendw te 
If D is any detain then the conditional fmction sandy-Booze (D x D) +13 
is defined by: 
‘ r if t = true 
condD 15 (any) = y if t = false 
.L if t = i A 
Because we use oonditionals so much we introduce the swial notation 
(t edgy) (due to My) for candy 7% (33,51)., We also write: 
(151 +ml,t2+32,ow,tn+xn) 
to nean (1:1 «1:13 (fig—reg, (eaw(tn+rn3i).eo.))). The value'of this ensures“ 
sim is 3:7: if tf-‘tme and for all j <iytj=falsefi and is i, otherwiwe 
If 3:1,“ ”mm are distinct variables and E",Z'Z’1M..,,,E'7l are messions 
then: 
letrec {$1=El"”’xn=En} in E 
denotes the value of E when each wrung}; is definfi mtle 
recursively by the mations x =E1 y a . ”3n???" Tm diff - .- betwm 
this and 
let {x1=E1,9..,xn=En} in 5' 
isthatinthefonreranyoccurrenoeof mi in an 5,61% j HEY: 
or may not, equal 1‘) is interpretd recursively as referrim to E77 
whereasinthe latter-such mite areassmedtohedefinedinthe 
enclosing context, and are interpreted with respect to this, For exaxrple: 
let {y=1} 
in letrec {:c=y+l_,y=2} 
in (3,2,!) 
1 
mas-(n ‘ 
‘ the n. (33 2) g 
let {y=1} 
in let {grew-139:2} 
in (Emmy) 
.W tlw pair (2.93% 
let {flew} 
in letme {Fme(x=0‘t15 st(x=l))} : 
is f(6) 
(lezwtes 63:720; Meals: 
let {f=Ax90} 
in let {fime (m=0~>13 a? Xf(s-=1)‘)} 
in f(6) 
.~.« 6X((l;c.0){5))=6 x 0=0a In the ferries: mse tl'e occurrence of f is 
the right hard side of the equation is interpreted Wsivelya In the 
latter case it is interpreted in the enclosing contest there it is defm 
t0 be (meme 
in messions: 
let {m1=EJ‘J...,$n=En} in E 
and 
letrec {x1=E'1§...,xT=-i En} in E 
if any of the E1: have the fem AmeEil then we m write xi(s)=E7:l 
instwd of xielxaEif For exarple: 
let. {f(x)=0} 
in letrec {f(é)=(x=0+1, xxf(x=-1U} 
in f(6) 
'I‘liis omeledes the preliminaries; we can new pmd to our 
Thebbdel 
The seventies of a Minatimial device will, be represented by a funetim 
frcm signals to signals, Were a signal is just a fumetim fmn lines to 
values. Assmne we are given a set Line sf lines, and a datein Val of 
values; variables ranging ever Line will be written in ' small italics 
(egg. 71m switch, 7,2)” For siltplicity we shall assm all lines carry 
values drawn firm a single danain =- 11le Val, Mare generally lines maid 
be typed and only carry values of their associated types, For example, in 
the system. of Fig. l the line switch eagles values fmn Bool, viiilst all 
Definition 1. 
If X is a nm—eryty subset of Lirie then tie u- SigEX] is the set 
{f|f:X+VaZ} with the pointwise ommgg S€g[{}] is the one ele‘rent 
detain? and SigfiigELineL * W of Sing] are called sig‘Ialsw 
We use the notatim {x1=EZ, a .. a,xn=En} to denote tie signal 
3 eSigHmljn e,xn}] defined by 3(3073):Ei for 1 Suzi em 
We also use the notatim Mmf-vlwwflxnmnhm Mm E is an eiqaressiom 
taking vahes in D; to dmte the Emotion f:S1Zg[{mlN Msxnfl +17 
defined by: 
f(s)= let {0133(x1)9°“ivn=3(xn)} in E' 
A very omvenient abbreviatim of this notation is to write M3319“ UmflLE 
for A{x1=m13...,xfl=utn}.Ee In this case we are using the same name for a, 
line and for the variable associated with it to which the meaning valte 
is bound. 
@162 l 
The canbinatimal behaviour of the device INC of Figo 1 is: 
M ZZ=UL {outw-I-l} 
or, muivalently: 
M22}. {out=12+1} 
1m mining-lam waviom of MUX of Fig. l is: 
A{surzi‘i:cl'z,in9 out} .. {ZI=(smfteh +1319 02476)} 
In general the mimetional Maviour of a device whose set of input 
linesisXandsetofoutputlimisYisafunctimfrqn SigEX] to 
SigEY]. 
Def initial 2 
The Main Com[X;Y] of carbinational behaviours fm X t0 2’ is 
@fined by: 
ComEX;I]= SigLX3+Sig [Y] 
The semantics of a sequential device with set of input lines X and set of 
output lines I is amrberof SquX;.Y] Where: 
alga 
Wimitien 3 
Tie u- SquXgl’] 0f sequential Mevioms firm Si" te i” is aeiinw te be 
the ieast solution ef tie c. mass: 
SquXg'Y] = (SigEXJ t (SigEYi x SquXgi’] )) 
Site idea of eatentiai betaviom is that a device with se'rentics 
f e SquXgi’] acts like a cartinationai deviw with .- 
(fat 0 f) e ComCng] mtil it is clocked? Mereqm it changes behaviom ts 
(and (fa); e SquXgi’Ilg. where s e SigEX] is the input sigal vim the clocking 
accursl 
J: nViOiK 
Eb further mtivate seqxential behaviours eonsidfi the smtial 
mama: 
M = ( SW outMa #1th 
where SM is the set of states 
and outM:S'£g[X] xSMeSigfl’] is tie cum fimctim 
aha nextMfiigEXJXSM-rSM is the nextwstate fmetima 
In a state a: 5 SM this machine acts like a mimetional device with behaviour 
As,02/.L'L‘:M(S.9:<:')a m being clocked with input signal 8 it mves to state 7’18th(33933 
Tie seqLential behaviour conespondjng to machire M is given by the fmction 
$[M]:SM—>Seq[X;Y] defined recursively by; 
$[M3x = A8. (outhngfBEMJ (newtflfif'sgwflfi 
"Erie behaviour of M in state a: is SiEMlm, ”mis mlatimship bet-Jew": smtial 
mehh‘zes ’f of the recwsively @fineci ‘ SeqCXgi’] fietives frail 
mineris early thmry ef processes [7] a For further details of the mectisi 
5% [5].» 
mm 2 
The register REGCn) of Eigai is mdelled as a 
definition: 
of SeqHZflfiZZH by the 
REGM) =7HZZ =v}. ({ZZ =n}jREG(v)) 
wtfich is muivalent ts tire mre mcise: 
REGW = x{zz}°{zz=n},HEG(11) 
ege , 
c (Inigoutfinext) 
outflll =nhn’) ={ZZ =n’} 
nextflll =n},n’) =72 
At this point tie reader might imder why W use smtial .- 
at all - why not just wofit with nedfines? There are two rein reasons; 
(1) s when writing Specifications it is often natural just to give a desired 
behavioum having to give a machine realising this behaviour muld lead to 
oversPecificatim, m (2) y if we mrked with headlines we would have te 
define sate notion of simulatim to mess what it new for an irplermting 
machine to correctly mt a spwifications Such a notimi of sinmlatim muld 
be essentially equivalent to equality of bdiaviotmg ard ve feel that marking 
directly with behaviours (rather than equivalence classes of machines 1mm 
sirmalatim) leads to a cleanerflmre algebraic theory In fact, at various 
tines during the developient of our Hedelg W have tried to eliminate behaviours 
in favOur of nectfines,in order to avoid having to use the recursive weir; 
equation whid1 defines SquX5Y]. We have never succeedfi; omsiderations of 
elegance and manipulative simplicity have always driven us back to the more 
abstract notion of behaviour.» We hope the two case studies at the end of this 
paper will justify these remarks. 
Eran the informal descriptim we gave of COUNT(n) of Figal we see that its 
mucus: is given by: 
COUNTM) = Marita-h} in}. {out =72 + 1}, COUNT(szJ7Itch +1372, 72 + I) 
Fig, IL Behaviour of COUNTM) 
We ncw show how to write dmln an expression representing the carbinatim of the 
Garments MUX, 'RE'GM) and INC corresponding to Fig. I. We can thm prove 
that this eJquessicn denotes the behaviour COUNTM) defined directly above, 
This will illustrate (albeit on a cazpletely trivial exarple) the way we intend 
to verify register transfer systere: we write down an aggression oorremding 
to the structure of the system being verified, and tires star that this has the 
desired behaviour. 
For and: of that follows it is mmiaat to regard cmbinational @vioes as 
degenerate sequential devices - namely sequential devices which never dmge statee 
“alga 
Definition 
If fa ComEXgl’] define seq(f) e SethgY] rewirsiyely by: 
seq(’f)= Asa (f(s)3seq(f)) 
. m eat of the z - tiel bdlaviour seq (f) is Time the cmbinational 
always the sane -== namely f. 
giggle 3 
The ombinational behaviour of tie device IZ‘JC of Fiqal is MZZLbut =12 +1h 
The smtial Marion]: of it is seq(l{22}n{out =12 +3) which is -.- 
to INC 5 Seq[{12};{0ut}] defixed recursively by: 
INC= H121» {out = 12 +1LINC 
We can now define all three ments of the device Shem in Fig.1 as 
seqtmtial mha‘viours: 
MUX = Mazaitcm input}. {21 = (switch +7371, out) 5 MUX 
REGM) A{21},{12=n},REG(zz) 
INC" M12}. {out = 12 + 1 LING 
Fig.III. Behaviour of the merits of COUNTM) 
mm tiese definitions we see that: 
MUX e SeqHsmltch, £71,024“; {11H 
REGM) e Seq[{7;1}5{12}] 
INC 6 Seq[{12};{out}] 
In order to join these three cements together to get the devioe 
portrayed in Fig.1 we must do two things: 
(i) connect together output lines to input lines with the same new, 
(ii) hide the internal lines (out is an outfmt fine of the oarposite 
device, but neither 11 nor 22 are). 
eii— “ 
”lb time}. (i) we will. defim for Mavioure fly” a 3% a u.- 
[E f 1' I ntI which is the waviour ®tained by joining all output 
lines of 3013” an to input lines with the same me For exairple 
if f and. f’ are the behaviours of the devices DEV and DEV” sham 
helm 
7:1 Z1 Z2 72 
i ii 
DEV DEV 9 
e $0 % 
01 12 . Z: 02 
Figa N 
item [[flffl] is the behaviour of 
The output lines of [E f'If’II are just the output lines of f and f’, 
whilst the input lines are those input lines which are not output lines 
as welL 
If f1: eSquXi3Yi] then H fllw. Ifnl] is mly defined when 2’1“”,er 
are pairwise disjoint. This is hwuse the setenticxa of joining two lines 
@pends on what one is trodelljng. For example? if lines represmt wixes 
carrying truthvalues then a join could either be disjtmctim or: omjmctim 
depending (11 whether one was Wilimj positive or mgative logic. ”mus 
instead of allowing: ’ 
wigs” - 
i» ii 
01-? or AND 
L 
me thus avoici building a fixed twing- of joining into the modela 
In our case study m was algorithms we will use a join which is an 
extended disjtmctim @- extended because it has to mpe with a special 
value representing ,’ floating“ a In cmtrast to tire situatim with cute 
put lines we do anew»: devices to share input linesa For erarrple: 
I 
[ 
l i 
A value on a line which forks is just @licated cm to the tum outgoing 
lines. 
In 51mm if fiESQQEXi3Yi] anti 1713. 
we shall define [Ifllun lfnjj eSquQXi - 2Y1.”- uYi] 
. "In are pairwise disjoint then 
To model the hiding of internal lites ((ii) above), we shall @fine for 
each ZeLine a restriction Operator \Z:Seq[X;Y]+SquX;Y—{Z}]. Thus 
if f and f” represent the behaviour of the deviws in Fig. IV; thw 
[[flf’j]\ll is the behaviour of: 
111 A 732 
l L -———-———:.' 1 
DEV i DEV' 
I 
01 12 02 
miie’ - 
[[flf‘m \ZZ‘xZZ is tie Waviow of: 
7:1 1' 2 
l 7““ 3,1 
DEV ' DEV' 
L...” ‘,._i i A 
'Ihus‘ we have: 
II flf’Il e Squ{ 1'1, 1‘12};{elficmf’l‘9 113 22}] 
IIfIf’JJ \ZZ e Seq[{25.'1_,7£2};{01,o25 121‘] 
[[flf’11\21\12 sSqufi1,i2};{o.1302}] 5 
Before defining the exact meaning of mrposition and restrictim in our 
model we need sane definitions” 
Definition 4 
If seSigCX] and s'eSigEX'] then SES'JESigUfUX'] is defined by: 
‘ S'x if xeX’ 
sts'l(x)== 
3;: otherwise 
ardif XnX'={} wedefine 3.8'eSigEXUX’] by: 
. s'x if xeX’ 
s.s'(x)= 
3.2:; if xeX 
Intuitively sEs'] is the signal obtained by 'updatjflg” 3 mm the 
values specified by s', and 3.8” is the "concatenation" of s and 
s ' . It is convenient to have separate notatims for these two conceptually 
distinct operations, although mathematically they are rather similar. 
Definition 5 
If seS’igEX] and X'gLine then S’IX'eSigEXnX'] iStherestrictim 
of s to X'. 
Definitim 6 
If fieCOmEXi;Yi] (1 Sisfi) and Y1,...,Yn arepairwise disjointthen 
mlgm -. 
ckfine fZLM lf’fl e ComEEX‘i g 1.537:ij3 
(f1..|:m [@128 = (f1(s’jX1))@ a . W (fne’lxnn 
The eéacpressioe film w I f7? oorresmnds to putting fig 9 a. ”fin siée by sifie 
but not joining any lines. For example, if f and f” are the behaviours 
of the devices in Fig. IV then f'lf” e Seq[{1i1,113 123£2};{013229113 02B is 
the behaviom‘ of the rievioe wtained by regarding the tm kvioee in Fig@ 
Naeore. 
If f is a minational behaviour then Defini "im 7 helm defines E f]; 
to be the behaviour obtained by joining input lines of f to output lines 
with tie sate me 
5301‘ mile? if f is the behaviour of: 
i Z 
0 Z 
than [[ffl would be the bdzaviour of: 
i 
la 
0 Z 
andso [[fID\Z wmldbethebehmiowof 
mfinitim ‘7 
If f5 ComCX;.Y] define [If Ila ComEX—Ygl’] recursively by: 
[I ffla = f(s[ [If 1183’”) 
H15 
0'1 Definitim 6 md Definitim ‘7 we see that for ninatioml 
we have defined [Ifllew Ifflll , We shall extend the definitions to the 
martial case shortly, but first we st ate a lerm which helps to SW 
that it works. In order to state this, and succeeding lemmas, we will 
abbreiriate signal messicms of the form {31% 1,09,,3371 =En } by 
{M mime x} where it is understwd that X={m1, , Mr } and E szi° 
'Ihis way of denoting signal expressions enables us to nsuccinctlyldeswibe 
various expression manipulatim laws For example, we can express the 
fact that if s={x1=E ,H .m,:c =Em } and s'.={x1’=E’ ,xnlfin’} then 1 1”,”. 
s,s’={x1=E M,xm=Em,x ”-E M ,xn'= n’} by the lam 1'" 1 1’ 
{sc=Exlm e X}, {a}: Exlx e X’}={x= Earl” e X UXP} if X nX”={} 
It is such laws which give our m1 manipulative fluency are enable us 
to perfom proofs by simple calculatims. 
We will also abbreviate expressims of the form “‘31” . ’er } E by 
Mxlxe X} E’ where X={x1,...,xn }. These abbreviatims are, 711 hope, hardw 
to aplain than to understand! 
lemma 1: ‘Ihe Ccmbinatimal Composition Lama 
[[Mxlx 6X1}, {y=Eyly e Y1}|”° lMxlre Xn},{y=Eyly e Yn}:fl 
A{x|xe iXi 7:Yi}, 
= U . ‘3 . letxec {y Eylye ixtn 11;} 
' -— U in {y Eylye iyi} 
Mle 4 
Suppose the behaviom: of the devices sham in Fig, IV are: 
f=A{7Z1_, 11}. {01:14] (111, 22:1?2 (1:11} 
f'='x{1:2, :2}. {02=F1 00:22, 11:1?2 r(221} 
were F1,F2,F1',F2 : 
devices as: 
VaZ+VaZ. We might diagran this by drawing the two 
m. 15 m. 
“£2 2% 
Then by the Carbinatimal Ccmposition lam: 
[[flf'll =A{7:1,1:2}. 
letrec {11:32 '(12), 12=F2(i:;)} 
in {01=Z7'1(Zl.o"9 ZZ=F2(£2)3 ZZ=F2'(ZZ), 02?=F1’(i2)} 
=A{711,7i2}. {01:13 (172%ng 2)), 224,29: 2911=F2’(F2i2)3 03=F1»(£2)} 
Thus [[flf'JJ is the behaviour of: 
7:1 ‘ .2 
, 71 
F 2 
I F2 F1, 
F1 
\L iv J ‘L 
12 11 01 02 
wly- 
-. 
kfinition 8 
If fECOWEXgnY] anfl ZeLine define flZeComEng¥=UH by: 
(flZ)s=(fs)fiY°-={Z} 
If L={213.M_9Zn} mwrite flfi=flll ZZMOZn=f\ZZ\22Ma\Zm 
Emma 2 below shows, arm-1g other things? that the order in Web are 
whines devioesy and; the way we chooses to group them @oee not effect 
the behaviour-e. 
m2 
If fa ComEXg‘YL f2: 6: ComEXi 3'15] (1 s 1: S n) m ff 6 a ”er are 3.; 
disjoint them 
1. If XnY={} then f=lIfD 
. If ZéXnY then [If\ZID=lIffl\Z 
., flfll. a. lfn=fl (flim If”) 
me carbinational cmsitim theerem below shows the ombined effect of 
omition and restricticma 
macaw 
'fi'xeomm 1: “me Cmbinational (imposition Theoren 
.El‘imlx e X1}o{y=Eyly e 2’1}l.ulk{mlx e Xn}° {yr-Eyly e Yn}I§ \L 
= u 
_u Mcclxe iXi {Yi}° 
— u letrec {y-Eylye lei n 2171:} 
m {y=Eny e :fiyi-L} 
EleS 
If f‘ and f' areasinEmarrple4then: 
[[flf'lfl \11 12 
=Mi13i2h 
letrec {Z1=Iv"29(12), Z2=F2Ci2)} 
in {01=F1(Z2), 02:33 7132)} 
__ a 
.. 
__ 
. 
__ r 
. 
-A{7,1,’L2}.{01—F1(F2'(F21,1))., 02— l (12)} 
Much is the behaviour of: 
wlgm 
2:2 ’ ‘52 
01 02 
We now extenfi the definitions of composition and restriction to sequential 
behaviours. 
Definition 9 
If fe Seq [X; Y], f1: 5 SquXi;Yfi], Z a Line and Y1, . . ”Y7; are pairwise 
disjoint, then define: 
[[fl] 6 SeQEX‘Y;¥] 
f\Z e smug—{2}] 
flhe ., Ifn e SQQE %Xi;uY-] 1; ’L 
by: 
[Iffl = A8». let {8 ’= [Ifst o f1] 8}? in (8', [sndCszEs ']1X)1]”]} 
fll = Aa.(fst(fs.)1Y—{Z}, (3nd(f s))\Z) 
f1 I a . a lfn = A8.let{31=31X1, . . .,sn=-31Xn} 
in(fst(f131). . . . .fsfifnsn), sndCf‘lsz) | , . . lsnd‘Cfnan 
where the occurrence of [[th 0 f1] in the definition of [UT is as 
define& in Definition 70 Lemma 2 can now be extended to sequential 
behaviours» 
If fe Seqtssi’h fi 6 SquXi £51m s 2: s 72.) M 2'13 e I. ”er 
disjoint then: 
1% If XnY=U then f=[[f1]v 
If ZéXnY then [mm =2 [[fIR; 
flf‘llmlfn=fl(f1iwalfn) 
« fllf2=f2lf1 
f1 I (f2 1:93) = (fl .lfgl Jfg 
9 
«.11sz a 9
Thmran 2: The Cmsition Theoraa > 
[E Afxlx 6X1}.({y=Eyly €31 hEZ) I”. lels eXnLQg/zEyly Eff—£7223 \L 
= A{mlseuX.-= L333» 
7; 7, 7, ’2, 
letrec {y=Ey lyequ nuYi } 
’51} 
in (’{y=Ey lyeuY Lb [El I IEnB \L) 
file 6 
Using the Carpositim Theorem m can derive the mvim of the deVice 
portrayed in Fig.3. I wifii mnents as definfl in Fig“ III Putting the 
mmts together as in Fig; 100" ' * 
COUNTCn) "’ [[MUXIRE'GO’Z) iINC :U\le-2 
[[Mswitch, in} out}, ({ZZ=(switch ~> in} out) h MUX)? 
M211}.({12=n}£ REG(11))I 
MZZL ({out=12+1}, INCH] \Zz Z2 
Mswitch, inh 
letrec{Zl=(switch +1171, out), 22-72, out=12+1 } 
in flout-112+] }, [[MUXIREGC a) [INC B\ZZZZ) 
(by Carpositicn 'Iheoran) 
Mswitch, in} . {out=n+1 }, COUNT (Witch 4» in3 n+1) 
which is precisely the bdiaviour specified in Fig. IL 
I. 
Mia 7 
Consider the system DEE/(n, t) sham below: 
m m 
2: 
BEan) 
Z1 
‘L .I 
ADD FF(t) 
l2 Z3 
‘17 -. \i’ 
MUX NOT 
Q 
with wrpments defin$ by: 
REGM) = A{i}.{Zl=n}, REGMZ) 
ADD = A{21,i}.{zz=zz+£}, ADD 
MUX = M12”; 23}.{0=(Z3—>7Z,ZZ)}. MUX 
NOT = A{Z3}.{Z4=113}, NOT 
FF(t) = A{Z4}.{Zs=t}, FF(Z4) 
The whole systm has two state variables 72 and t and is defined by: 
DEWmt) = [[REG(n) IADDIMUXINOTIFFHflZD \ZZ ZZ ZS Z4 
Natice that the devices MUX and REG(n) of this, mle are different fmm 
thme of Figs III since they have differently named lines. A better notatim 
mgmt be mthing like MUXEmoitch,in,out; 11], REGEZI;ZZ](n) for the @vioes 
of Figs III? and MUXEZS,7§,12;0], REGEi; ZIJ-(n) for the devices of ms ample, 
In fact the correct managermt of line names, in particular the way behavioxm 
should be parameterised on than, is an irrmrtant prdblen which nwds care if 
we is being mare fennel (eog, see [6]) .3 However, at the informal level of 
this paper a fairly casual agreed}, is sufficient. 
eagle 
«sition 'Ii’l@reng 
DEE/’(mt) = M72} 
letrecflszs Z2=Zl+¢25 23:5 Z4=123} 
in {CWZS‘ +1}. 12) }, BET/{7:3 Z4) 
= A{i}a{0=(t+£3n+i) 1’3 DEE/(733%) 
let us unfold DEWm true) timough tm clock cyclesg 
DEV(n3tme) = )‘viil’h{0=’z;"}tg DEWififaZse) 
we must be careful in unfolding DEE/(71‘9 faZse) because if we just substie-r 
tute i for n then 71 gets captured by the Mih We met thus revert 
to our less abbreiriated notatim, viz 2 
DEWthuQ) = l{zl=‘-x}a{0=x}fi DEE/(ngalse) 
W he can eigena DEE/(atgfalse) as: 
DEijfaZse) = Mie’hbee’h DEE/(xgtme) 
Helium: 
DEV(n3tme) = Mi=xh{0%};Mvis‘m’hbercmfl 3 DEVCx‘gtme) 
Fm this m would emct intuitively that for all n. DEE/Tm time) = DEV] 
where DEVI is defined; by: 
' 
DEV] = A{1Z=x}.{er—'x}3fiA{i='-x’}.{matr'b DEVI 
Te prove this ire will mm a promrty of sequential behaviours whifii derives 
fret: the fact that Seqfiing] is the least solution of its definieg detain 
mama a 
I. is omveniently eianessed as an fiincluctied ruleg Mulch says that 
ts PICK/“e F1(.1"=F2(r)g where Elm)», F2(:c) are sequential Maviours, it is 
sufficient to prove for all m and all signals 3 that: 
F1(x)8 = (3"9 F1(m')) 
F2(x)s = (8"9 F2(a:')) 
for m s ' and r’ (winch may depend m s) . IVbre precisely: 
Theoren 3: Similation Imluctim 
Let S heasetand Fl’ 2 
seS1IgEX] thereexists 3'55 sud: that: 
F :S+Seq[X;Y] the: F1=F if for all 3255 and 
2 
(1) fst(F1(x)s) =fsf:(F2 (we); and (2) swim: (3)3) = F1 (s’) and. snd(F2 ($03) = F2 (m?) 
The rm for the name "Silmlation Induction" is because if F1 and F2 
areasabove,tlentheygivethebehaviourofmdfineswhiohsimflateeacn 
waz- -_ 
mtlmtep a T0 see this observe that if F: S +SquX§ Y] has tie 
93'0er that far all 3265 s eSigEX] were exists a amber of 5 39(8ng 
say? such tmt snd(Fass).= F(f’(syx)) thw F: JvfIi where 
M z(SJMmshfsflFxsflgfh 
Let DEF and DEVI be as in Eflzarrplefla ieee 
DEWm true) _= Mi}. {0 = 733 DEVPA9 false) 
DE‘Wnfifalse) ? Mih {0' =n +15}; DEWia tmel 
DEVI? Aiii=x}.{d =3}, M73 =3: ”\“1’. {0 =3? +3: ’LDE’VJ 
We use simflatim Inductien to show that for all n 
DEVCn, true) =DEV1 
To do this let 
2257202) = M71}. {0" =71 +73}5DEV1 
so that: x 
DEVI = Mi}. {0 =73}.,DE’V2(7:) 
and then Mine: 
F(n,t) =t+DEV1, DEV2(n) 
We then use Sinmlatim ‘Inductim to shoe for all mt that: 
BET/Tn, t) =F(n, t) 
(l) fst(DEV(n,t}8) = {0 = (t +£12.71 + Cs 1: H} 
feflFMa t)s) =t +fstCDE’I/1 s) _, fstCDEVZ C7123) 
=t+{o=a75}, {o=n+(3i)} 
={o=(t+si9n+Ca 1:12} 
(2) snd(DEV(n3 t)s) =DE’VCa 1S ,1 1%) 
WWW} We) =t esndCDEVl a), snd(DE'02(n)a/l 
= i: +DE’V2 as {)3 DEV] 
=1 2% +0571, DE’V2(3 1:1 
=F(3 1:, 1 t1 
Heme by Sigmlation Induction DEE/(n, t) =F(n, t), and so in particular 
DEWn, true) =F(n, true) = DEVI 
eggs 
....~ W Wish to mute em ftmctim fmeaZ eVeZQ Te fie we eeulfi; 
builfi a device: ., 
m 
out 
with the property that if ace Val is put on the input line vim-9 and then 
the device is clocked timehc) tines, where timefial +1}th than fun(x) 
will appear mm the output line out We might else smify that whilst 
tl‘e clevioe is muting fume) it puts 5m isefei vane 05 mi on 
out (egg, 0 might mnespend to ”high inpedaneel as in thrw state hussesia 
“file Wavioui‘ of such a devim would be COWUTETfum timefi v.) where: 
Definition 10 
If fun:VaZ+I/al, time:VaZ+Int axfl v 5 Val then define 
COMPUTE 1’ fang time; u) e .3qu {in }; {out }] 
by: V , , 
COMPUTE(fum timejv) —- Min}. {outhv}, 
DELAY (COMPUTE (fwz, time, UL? 7), fun ( {71)} time (7371)) mere 
DELAY(b,v,x£n) = (n= 0) + (Minh {out =x},b), (Mink {out =U}JDELAY(b,vsx3n «- 1.)) 
intuitively 0.5134173730353371) 6 Seq/[firth {out}] is the behaviour 2m , r 
Wang 1) for 71 clock cycles, the: wtputting :2 am, then ,, 
@1e9_ 
We shall do a tOp down design and verification of a &vioe to mute faafin) =71! 
in n steps. 
'me specification of our device is that it has behaviour FACT defined by: 
FACT ==COMPUTE( fact, (An.n),0) 
'Ib implement this we shall use two devices DOWNM) am MULTOn) for 00ng 
m on n and building up the results by Imltiplicaticn rmtively. The 
aperation of these will be cautioned by a device TEST (1:) . Our irrplerentatirma 
mtaineci by meeting these devices together, is FACTIMPCmm, t) and is shmm 
in Fig.V. below. 
czgw 
Z1 
DOD/717m} 
12 a 
W W 
TEST (1%) MULT (m) 
L 
out 
FigeVa "FACT inplemtatim FACTCi'nynfit) 
FACTflde, n, t) is defined by: 
FACTHdP(m,n,t-) = [[MULT(m) I DOWNCn) 1 TESTCt) m 11 12 is 
mere: 
MULTOH) 1—- M11, 12}.{Z3 =m'},MULT(Zl +ij x 12) 
.DOWIWn) ? Min, 11 }. {Z2 =n},DOWN(Zl *infiL - 11 
msflt) 7- M22, 13L, {out = ((22 = mic-a1: + ZS, 023 11 = thTESTCCZZ = 021x122). 
Fig.VI. Specification of the mats of FACTIMP(m,n, t) 
MULT (m) amfi DOWN ( n) are fairly naturaly TEST (t) requirfi sate ejacperirrentation 
before its specification was got riguta Before desmnding a level and irrplatent- 
1119‘ these devices we should deck that they ® lead to a correct implerentatim 
of FACT. 
g m m g1 
By the 1' nuifim “fiaeam: 
FACTm (mg 7% t) 
3 Min} 
lemecflll =15 22 =n3 Z3 =m} 
imam: == ((12 = OJMt + 25;, 0) hmcmtmm +1”? x 2212 (21 +£mgm @123 [Z2 : Olmtl 
Mink {out =( n = amt + 77230) b FACTIWHt+ 13m x mg (t-%~ inflz w 233% = mt} 
mfine; 
Embngt) = t+FACT3 DELAEZ’(Iii/4105.7"E 03772 X nffin)‘ 
“filer: wa slim by Simflation Infiucticm that FACTWF and hen@ far all m 
and n: 
FACTM(m,n3 tme) = 570725719 true) = FACT 
Ihms w 10mg as t is initialiged to true it doesnfit mtter win: if: m 
n are mtialised to; we still mute FACTB 
Case 1: t—Ttrue 
FACTHIP (mg n, true) 
= Min}. {out=0}, FACTMPmimfaZse) 
F071, m true) 
= FACT 
COMM: (fact: (m, n); 0) 
Mink {out=0 }, DELAYCFACT‘E CI, inf,a in) 
Mi’nh {cuff-’0 }, FY13 73m faZse) 
case 2: ta°alse 
Iv'AC’Tflfl7 (m, 71, false) 
== x{in},iout=(n=0 +m, 0)} , FACTMGm X n, n~1,n=0) 
Wm, 21, false) 
= DELAY(FAC’T, 0m x mm) 
W50 + {Min}. {014W x 72.”}‘,.319"’.£1C7ZZ‘),,9 (Mink {outflh DELAYKFAGTE O‘Bm‘ >4: meW-WJZH 
Mink {out=(n=0 +mfl 0) h, (72% -% FACE; DEMWFACTB 0917? >< aim-”12} 
Minh {out=(n=«0 +2713 0) },F(m xmnaignfl) V 
33 
3am mmm FAGTIMP=F 
m Q6 m ," 
”mug if m migrant MULTWM DOWc'fi) and TE’STHfl ta met m smificam 
titans in Figw VI, than Figa V gives a mlmmuon of FACTQ 
MULT(’m) can be mlmted by: 
ZZ 
MULTIPLE ONE 
[ p2 
pl 1 5mm 
MUX 
3 
REG (m) 
I 
Z3 
Figs VIIL Inplarentatim of MULT (m) 
To Mel this we define: 
MULTCm') = [MULTIPLYIONEIMUXIREGt’mHJ \pJ p2 p3 
MULTIPLE = A{Z.2313}o{p1=12 x Z3}, MULTIPLY 
ONE “= A{}.{p2=1}3 ONE 
MUX i‘..‘}\{p1_§p23 12L. {p3=(11 +1923 p1) Lam 
REG(m) = ‘x-gps}.{zs=m}.9 REG(p3) 
mgyw 
MULT(m) 
~= M15221» 
letrec: {p1=12x Z3J p2=13 p3=(Z.‘l +£9.2fipll9 23:72} 
in U3=mlr3= MULT(p3) 
= szfizzhmqng MULT(ZZ +13 272x :2) 
DOMWn) can be implmted by: 
in Z] 
DEC 
REGM) 
12 
Fig. V1321a Itrplarentatim of DOWNL'n) 
”1b m1 this we define: 
Dowmn) = EDECIREGCn) 1mm \pz p2 
@28- " 
DEG =R{12}a{p2=12m2}§DEO 
REG(n) =A{p2}.{12=%}3 REG(p2) 
MUX =A{Zlgin3p1}e{p2=(21-+in3p1)}3 MUX 
By the Carposition Theorem: 
DOWM) 
Him Zl}. 
letrec {p1=12-1§ p2=(Zl—%in§p129Z2=n} 
in {Z.Z==n}‘9 DOWNQDZ) 
A{7§n,Zl}o{Z.2=n}3 DOWNCZZ +7372, n-J) 
Agmlired. 
Finally TESTCt) may be implemented by: 
Z3 12 
I 
EQZE'RO NOT 
p2 
ZERO AND 
P3 p4 
7 
MUX HE G ( t} 
l ‘ ; 
out 21 
Fig“ Ix, mlarentation of TEST (t1 
T 
ifi mg?) 
TEST(t) = EZEBOIEQZEROWOTLAJVDIMUXIREW‘t) E \pZ p2 93 p4 
ZERO = M}e{p3=0}§ ZERO 
EQZERO = i{22};{pz=(22:0) L EQZERO 
NOT 2 M11 L {mama WOT 
AZVD == Mpsz2hip4¢1 Apgh AND 
MUX = M1233 233p4}q{0ut=(pé+l3jp3) h MUi" 
'REGft) = A{pé}o{Z1=t}3 REG(p4) 
By the . u» ition Wm: 
TESTCt) 
= M123 lat 
letrec leJZ:={Z2=0)_9 pZ—“illg p3=03 péwlixpag 11%} 
in {curb=(p44i»2:53,”;365’),9 Zl=tz}3 TESTCpé) 
= A{123137}e{0ut=(12=01i\ “fit-+1330” Z2=th TESTC(ZZ=0)A“E ‘14:} 
We have thus stew: that the device smcified by FACT is correctly mlmted 
by F’ACZ'IMPhrg71‘9 true) as shmn in Figu V? We the mnente are as specie 
tied in Fig» VI, anfi. com inelarentatim of these use: 
Fig“ VII, Fig.9 VIII and Fige IX. 
ments are sham in 
”Elia example illustrata hm the verification at large systm can be 13.95% 
tractable. If we mm the SW we imposed m FACTMQ’mgmt) we get 
the tmintelligible tangle of devices sham in Fig X helm: 
ewes 
in X - 
DEC 
p1 
\ 
MUX 
\ 
REGM). 
Z2 
, ‘ 4, 
EQZERO NOT MULTIPLY ONE 
‘ ZERO AND 
‘ ~ MUX 
j a! ‘f’ 
MUX REG(t) REG (m ) 
ZS 
11 
out 
Fig. X Unstructured diagram of FACT1MP(m,n,t1 
By malysing the whole system in tents of the subsystem} .MULTWI, DOE/Mn) 
and TE’ST(t) we mt mly made the verificatim Hmdx simpler, but also more 
robust; For exanple, if a dlange is made in a subsystan Mlamntatim we 
mad Only verify that it mtg its specified sububehaviour .(see Fig. VI). “ 
m®nothavetorepmttheentireproofg asmmldifmhadbasedour 
wile " 
mlysis m Fig. X ram thm Figa Vs The tvm case stuflies that fellas 
illustrate this methodology m less trivial examplesa 
In all our examples so far the correctness of a devim has been. aqsressei by 
asserting that its behaviour should be equal to m smcified behavioura 
'Ihis requires that we fully determine eadi clodt cycle ~= ice. the smcificatim 
and htplfitentation are behaviours which nm in "lockstep’ @ It is often fibre 
natural not to require this, and to allow several “microcyclesl in an mlerenta- 
tion to implement a single cycle in the Specificatiaia For instance, in our 
first case study below we will verify a host nechine that implements a target 
machine that fetches, decodes and executes mdlim axle instructions. At the 
target level fetch-decode—execute will be a single step, but m at the host 
level each such step will be inplemented by several micromstructions and hence 
take several microcycles. To express the correctness of the host device we 
cannot simply assert that its mviour must equal the target waviour, insteai 
we must first derive from the host's behaviour a 'courser' behaviour in whiCh 
fetdi, decode and execute microcycles are satehow nerged into a single cycle, 
and then it is this derived behaviour which must equal the specified target 
behaviour. We must thus provide in our model a way of coalescing sequences of 
clock cycles into single cycles. The intuitive idea of what is naded is most 
simply acplained with respect to machines (see page 8 l rather than behavioursa 
Suppose we have a mchine“ M=(S,out,next) timers S is a set of states and 
out : SigLY] XS + SigEl’] 
next : SigEX] x3 -> S 
are the output and next-state functions respectively Suppose that this 
machine inplerents a 'higher level” machine whose states corresporfi to scxre 
subset S'gS-thinkofstatesin (3-3')asoccurringinthemiddleof 
microinstrmtion sequences. Firm M it sears natural to give a new 
madu'ne M+S5=(S',out',next’) mere: 
out' : SigEX] XS' + SigEY] 
next' : SigEijS' + 5’ 
ad in which out” is the restrictioai of out to SigUf] «S' and next'(s,x) 
is @tained try repeatedly clocking nedfine M starting in state x anfl with 
mtant inpit signal 9 until a Item of S' is 
32 w -. 
outhgr) = ouflsgx) 
nesthgs) =(nexflij) e S’)+ nexflsjmg nemtpt's‘vnemtmémfl 
The idm is that given a target specification as a bdraviour f6 SquX;Y] 
we can ewress mrrectness by requiring that f = fiEfiHSPl i 
mforttmately this cmstruction of M +39: fm M does not repsnect 
baaviour in the sense that fmn $[M1] = 33mg] it does not necessarily 
follow that SEEM] +S’ ] = 33EM2 +371 .3 This has the unsatisfactory 
ccrlsmnce that replacing a machine M1 whidi is correct (in the sense 
that $1}! $37 3 has a specified behaviour) by a behaviourably idmtical 
madiine M2 60% not necessarily preserve correctness (since SSEME + 59‘] 
might not have the Specified befmviourl e 
Bumble 10 
Let M1 = (53014731 
S=Int XBOOZ 
out1(sj(n,t)) =out2(s,(n,t)) ={o =71} 
next1(s,(n3.t)) = (n+1,t) 
newtgwg (n,t)) = ()7. +1, wt) 
,nextl) and M2=(S,0ut 7293:7522 Were: ’ 23 
men it it easy to 3km that 33ml] = 513mg] = A(n,t)eF(nJ We: 
Fm) = Redo ='n}aF(n+1) 
Wlet S” ={(n3t) lt=true}g S, then 
9: p y 9 M1 +5" (5 ,outz,next1) 
v = a i P M2 + S (S goutynewty 
where 
ou’tl'm, (n,t)) =out2'(3, (751%)) ={o =n} 
next1’(3, (n,tme)) = (n +1,tme) 
n’eactém, (mtruefi = (n + 2,tme) 
and so 35011 +3 ’3: $EM2+SPL 
eggs. 
the profiles illustramd in this ~.Jle we - (iie‘fine Est 
mation on machines tilich Merges cycles? not w Wis of the states 
they pass throw? but instead on the basis of tie smut sig'isls pmfiscefli 
Defirfition ll 
Let M (Sfioutgnemt) be a Hediine Mere: 
S is the set of states 
out: SigEX] XS +S£g[Y] is the output fimotioss 
next: SigEX] XS -> S is the nextwstate Motion 
It P:Sig[¥] -> BooZ is s prefioate mi output signals; then define the mol‘tii‘ie 
bit? by M+P=(S£0ut3nextfy where: 
nextpflsfi 3:) = P(0w‘: (8371841713 (3937») +next(83x)y nextpwgnemt (ijU 
"Ems M +P is got Em M by changing the nextestate function so that it 
mes to the next state in mch the output satisfies P a While this 
‘mving is taking place the imput signal is held mtante. 
‘Ihis definition of MP has the desirable Pmty that if @[Mlkflimzl 
then SEEM] +23] =iflM2 +PL This follows fm the fact that for all x 
fill? +29] (3:) = fiEM] (as) +P , We +17 is defiiied m r 
Definitim 12 
let fgSeqtiflL P:S£gfl’]+BooZ® Define f+P 55940133] by: 
f+P = A3; (fsté’fsg mm PC3nd€fs))s+P} 
where run Pf s = P(_fst(f3)) -> f; m P(snd(fs)) s 
intuitively mm P f s mves to the “met” behaviour aim f is, winds the 
outgut satisfies P. 
M, mitput predicates P are states 3 : 
$[M+P3(m) = fiEMHmNP 
mgém 
mt momma be defined by: 
FACTORIAL (n) = Min =m}. {out =72}.g FACTORIAL ($3) 
FACTJMJ be as mnetructefl in maple % ieea 
FACTW (m m t) 
= Mink {out = (n =QA1t—wn3 0) bFACTWCt +(13’meczleegm x mm — .‘Zgn =0)) 
“memwe shoe that if we define P(s) <=> shout) at 0 tkm: 
FACTM(m,thrue) +P = A{in}.{0ut=0} 3 FACTORIALMJ) 
FACTIMPCm, 0; false) + P = FACTORIAL (m) 
”Eds assertion is a weaker Specification than the me in ample 9 since 
we mly require that the factorial Emotion is mtefl in em timber of 
steps a» we do not specify the numbere 
By Simulation Inducticm it is easy to 5% that fv'ACTlMJ = $[FACTMACEINE] 
Mm: FACTMACHINE = (Int x Int x Baal} outgnexth 
oufls, (mgthU ={0ut = (n = OA-rb +m,0)} 
nemfis, (m3n3t)) = t —> (133(73n)9fa7lse),(m X my; “- 1am = 0) 
"Hm FACTMACHINE + P = (Int x Int x 3001,0ut3nextP) m if n > 0: 
nexfipflin = ash (m, 71, false” 
= nextpfl'imx}, (m anm lgfalsell 
= next/Pflimx}, (m xn xnwlfinwzfifalsell 
= nextP({in=x}3(mxnxnm1 xenx 2,1,faZseH 
= (mxn! 90,false) 
and henm if x» 0 
next?“ ”Zn-ex}, (m, 7:, true“ 
= nextpfl 7:71:36}, (1,:c, false“ 
(33.29 0, false) 
andso: 
-33rem 
nextP ({in=$}y(ifi§ 0,faZse)) 
2 new?) ({inefl}i(0,e2,tme)) 
=(xf, 03faZse) 
It follow that: 
a CFACTMACHINE’ + P‘ J (m, 7:, true) 
= Mine-x}, {out=0}3 $5 [’FAC’TMAC’HIZVE i P ] (xi, Ojfalse) 
and: 
h EFACTMthHINE + P l (m, 0., faZse) 
= l{75n=e}. {07475271}, 3M FACTI-MC’HIZVE % P 3 (xi, 03false) 
and hence (by Similation Indiction) 
.‘MFACMCHINE 4, P J (m, 0, false) = FACTORIAL (m) 
and so 
EMFACTAMCHINEW 3 (771,71, true) = A{m}.{ou-z:=0}, FACTORIAL Mini) 
Actually, as the reader may have noticed, the proof is only partial; we 
have not considered the cases when the devices fail to tennihate (i.e, 
when we input a negative integer) , We leave this as an exercise for 
those who like fiddling with l, Alternatively? the problem could be 
eliminated by imposing suitable restrictions on the states and inputs, 
We have nee cmclm the description of our model, In the next ism sectiorzs 
we present be case studies which illustrate the range of awlicatioes we 
have in minde In the first of these we odrpletely smcify a mil general 
purpose mater, and then prove correct a noun j: uplarentatim, In 
the secrmd we Showr hcm devices like those used to implement the mutter x 
canbe realisedinnb’m, Wewwldhave like tohave whinedthetwostudies 
to yield a verificaticn of an M implarentatim of the mutter, but there 
aretoomany details tomanagebyhand, Wehom, however, tocdnvihcethe 
reader that our model is capable of srpporting sud). an analysis, and that by 
careful structuring of behaviour an explosim of pmf size cm be avoided, 
First case study: correctness of architecture and micrmde 
In this case study we illustrate hm register transfer systme can be used 
to prove microcode correct, Our hope (and emctatim) is that the ma 
of analysis deSu r:- helm»: can be scaled up to nmetrivial melee, but 
to do this we will n%d machine assistance, 
-36m -' 
- verify m1 - the ... sham in Figl mm 
ji’gi’Ja’aVi’Jt/Ji’aj 
Smashes ‘ 
:1 load PC 
loafl ACE ee eeeeeee eaefl @ 
V store ' .PC'. display lights reaflj 
4 rm 
aaeeeeeeaeaaeaee G 
A60 éiSplay lights 
{ng 
Fig; XI A single amputer .; 
”Iiiis mute: has. two registers a the program counter PC” which is L73 Eits 
wide? and the accumulator ACC vfiuich is 16 bits i-ride. It has a randan . 
. which can store 213 16 bit words? 
On the frmt panel there is a four position M which detemines what 
happenswtenthebuttonmtkerifiitofthepanelispresseda fliere are 
three sets of lights: thmn PC diSplay lights which Show the cmtents 
of the pmam wunter; sixteen 1106’ display lights which shm the contents 
of the accxmmlator; the ready light which is on when the mute: is 
interruptable, and the idle light which is on when the ocnputer is idling -= 
Le. not executing a program. There is also a bank of sixteen two posit- .rm 
switches whim are used for manually inputting data. 
if thelmfi is inpositim mileage}? andtle 
eggs 
idling (i e9 the ready and idle lights are only then pressing fie button 
will cause the following to hawen: 
= 1 z The word detemdned by the state of the tier-m righmst 
switches is loaded into PC: 
2 The word demed by the state of the sixteen switches is 
loaded into ACC. 
The contents of ACC will be stored in memory at the location 
stored in PC.» 
The program stored in merely will be executed starting at the 
location in PC” . Men the executim starts the idle and ready 
lights will go off. The idle light will stay off mtil the 
execution em; this hamens either when a halt instructim 
is reached or when an intemlpt is generated by pressing the 
buttcm. Interrupts are only awepted at the end of execution 
of each nechine code instruction; readiness to accept an inter” 
rapt is indicated by the ready light being on Thus to st0p an 
executing program we must keep oee°s fmger on the button mtil 
the ready light is on. 
The instruction set for our little meter is sheen in Fig, XII below 
@338“. 
Fonnat 
[ololoi L I 
ioloill L 7 
Iotllol L ‘ 1 
[011m L l 
Filolol L l 
mom " z, I 
[llllol I; I 
F1111}. L 7 
[H I 
Assarbler mmic 
11413:? 
JAE L 
JZRO L 
ADD L 
SUB L 
LD L 
STL 
SKI? 
W 
5% execution of Au.“ 
Jmpstafl 
3m to L if 1100 may 
Add contents of Lita ACC 
Subtract mtents of L ... A00 
Load meats. of E into 405 
SM mtentsxof ACC
 in 1, 
Skip to next inst 
were femally mifying the mum of our mute: we need sate 
iafjxljizicms and mtatim for talking about bitstrings. 
Let Hardin] m the (flat) danain of n bit words We will also regard 
(so WordEn] = Boolx... .XBooZ) . 
as two 3 mlemt‘. Operators. 
IfweWO'PdEfi] and (2517572 
W9 to hits a 
of Hordlfin] as integem less than 2" and as maples of Wm 
We interpret + (plus) and - (minus) m wards 
thm w <a:b > eWordEb-afl] is the word 
tobofw. If asnsb than w<a:b>is 
thetopn-éafl bits of w exterdedwith 0's toamrdof size bwa+1 o 
\ 
m mm, if :werioradfifl , t. w%0:12j>: is the address fielfi of w 
and ws13:‘155 is the uun- field; if m e Werdfilfi] w<0:25> e Wordfllfi] 
is the 16 bit word obtained by - 20 mm three Disa Thus 
(w<0:12>)<0:15> is the mrd ohtainfi fmn w e Wordflfi] by zeroing the 
opmde. Note that fmn our mnventims it follmvs that if w e Wordffij 
then (w<0:15> +1)<0:12> 7: lot-1, We use w<a> to mean the ath bit of m ; 
if we regard. bits as words of length one then ia<a> =w<a:a>, 
In out° carputer,addresses are 13 bits long,and mntents of addresses 
‘are 16 bits long, hence to nedel the nemry we define: 
Mem = Word[13] +W0rd£161 
A member m eMem is a Emotion giviw the contents mm) 6 Wopdlfilfi] of each 
address w e WordEZS]. To Imdel the semantics of storing we define 
megwll e Mam where m e Mm, 201 e Wordfl3],w2 E WordElSJ to be the flmction 
idemticsl to 777 except at m] which. it naps to 2,72, iae: 
2.472 if wzwl 
(meQ/w1])w = 
m(w) admise 
The state of our mixer is dmacterised by the contents of the mry, 
the program counter and the accumzlator, hence m define: 
State = Mem x.:W0rd[13]xW0rd[16] 
1% 'b ‘1‘ 
ocmtents mntents oentents 
of memory of PC of ACC’ 
Thus, for example, if the omputer is in state (771,101,292) eState and; the 
knobis settopositionSandtheidleaxfireafiy lights areon, andthe 
button is pushed, then the machine will nme to state (meQ/wllmlmz), 
”QQ -. 
te shall smcify tie :. of the meter with 
C'OIiEUTER‘9 [MECUTE : State 4» .9qu{knobyswitefiesgbuttonk {peyaccyrzeadyy idZeH 
C0MPUTER(m,wa2) gives the behaviour of the machine m it is ready 
and idling; EHCUTE (2713140131422) gives its basilica}: vixen it is rem (for 
interrupts) but executing code (ire. not idling) e We do not specify the 
behaviom when the machine is not reacly; why not shoulfi ~- 
later.» The definitions of COMPUTER and EXECUTE are shown in FianIIl below; 
this constitutes the machine code y or itarget leveli Specification of the 
WW» The inpletentaticn which we will prove mrrect is based on the 
“met“ machine Sm in Fig“ me 
u ' - clear 
'ime host machine, which we will Mcmprogrm t0 emilate the target mchine 
specified in Figs :flII, is skim in Fig m and has Wow: 
HOST I” (w,m,w03w13w2,w3,w4,w5) e Seq[{knob,butt0n3switches}; {pefiaccfireaiyyidiefl 
We have separated out the ROM contents 1% mcause later we shall characterise 
HOST (mucode) where mucode is a particular microprograrne ‘ The hostis 
behaviour is Raid”): too carplicated to define directly by a recursive ciefinw 
iticn like tmse in Fig XIII, instead we will express it as a carpositiori 
of the smeler Maviours of its various mnentse These naturally fall 
into tvm parts: first, a data. part consisting of the WI}! MEMCmA the 
: r—ul address register M41? (2.00) , the progm counter PC (201) 3 the accmlator 
ACCWZ), the instmtion register 13mg), the argmmt register ARGW45 the 
buffer register BUFmS), the bus BUS, the aritth mit ALUF are the 
microcode mtrolled gates 00,51.» 023 G33 G43 and seconci, a. microprograrrrred 
wntrol part CONTROLWJW, which is sham in the dotted box? and has 
behaviour detmined by ROM contents 1” (the mime) and start address w a 
\ 
file micrcmde stored in the readle nemry ROMCP) is sham in Figm 
emittei in a amicroassertler" notation which we mlain shortlyr If we 
name this @1311: of mimocode mode and if we define the predicate Pready by: 
ppmye) =tme <=> s(ready) = 1 
then we will verify our jerlarentaticm by proving for all mmosmmfls Wt 
COMPUTER w ,w =H (my 1 2) OST mucode (0,w0,w13w2,w3,w43w5) +Pread‘y 
ice. if m m all m—interruptable emicrcefytzlesW into a single on 
ttmthemhmlimmofthemuterandthehestareeqwle 
mglm 
'COWUTER(m,wZ,, mg) 
= A {knobE asvza’zltoheaa button 33 
{pa =w13 aoo 211223 ready = 23 idle =1 15 
(vbutton +COMDUTER(m?me2)fi 
button 4“ (Zmob = Z $00WUIZERMZ3 switoheswflbngg 
knob = 2 + COWU’IE’R (mgwflswitohesk 
knob = 3 + COMPU’I’ER(mwa/mzIljamfwg)g 
knob = 4 +EXECUTE(mw13w2))) 
- EECUlEmfiwlswgfi 
= A {2010273 switches3 bufitonfi 
{po :21)? aoo =w2fl ready =. 13 idle = 0} 
let {op =ma1)<Z3:15>£o.chw =mall<0:12>} 
in (0p = 0 V button 4» COWUEROHEMZ£ZQ21§ 
op = Z —%’E?fl.470UTE(m9 cchci’rfigzog);9 
op 2 2 +EECUTE(MZ : 0+ (mgaddmwglfl 0713191, +13w222 3 
op: 55 +EXECZ/T’Efmjw1 +13w2+m(addr2}3 
op = 4 +EEEC’UIEW31J1 $13292 _. flizficzcicirnflg 
op = 5 +EXECUTE’Onng + lngaddraUfi 
Up = 6 +EXECUTE’GnEw2/addzfljwz 4» 1373223 
op = 7 +E’XECUTEm3w1 + 13117222 
FIG. HIE.» Specificatim of the mum 
Switchw knob button 
Cattrol (Exit 
> CONTROL (mm) 
L . . . 
(11th .n' Af ‘7) 5 g. E7 raw mar mammtl urpc roe mace rac 
BUS j 
VL kt; 
p0 ace 1" idle 
E1919 XIV: "file last machine for irrplmting the mute? 
ii a 
matrol new my zaps? .npeg muse“9 raeeg wing ring mgg 
emf; readys idle are all ore bit wise as is the input line button 
fm the buttone Time line knob firm the knob is m bits wide (to 
enmde the four positims) g as are the control lines mementz and ‘ 
@214th to the m1}? and arithmetic mit rewectivelya All other 
lines are sixtm bits wide (PC aid MIL? ignore the three nest sige 
nificant bits of their input? ana paa their outputs to sixteen bits 
with We), Vixen a gate (ilea GU,G13G29G3 or G4) is off (igei its 
cmtrol input is 0) then it outputs a smcial valte a on. to its 
output line The ida is that this represents ”floating” or alitigi‘n. 
Wow; only me non-=- Q Ernst be put as the bus at ones for 
correct matinee Thus the bus is defined by; 
BUS == Mgfifiglgg2fig3jg4gmemh{bus = join(90,g1992$g33g43mafi} lg :7US 
x. if xo= i ferall 'jfii 
Ur)=7’ J vizere ‘ join ($193233 ,3. 
72 Imdefined otherwise 
emit a typiCal gate G with input in? Control anvil and. output out 
is defined by: 
G = Mimcntl}a{0ut=(cntl+im 9 J}, G 
“lime exact definitim of gates 003 613 G23 333,64 are: 
G0 = l{switchesgrsw}e{g0 = (r310 +switehes, 9 J]:9 G0 
«‘31 = Mch rpe},{g1= (we-wag @ 1L, GI 
02 = M65003 reec}.i{g2= (race erase, @ My 62 
G3 = A{in,riP-}.{g3= (min-tin @ 1}} G3 
G4 = A{buf,rbuf}e{g4 == (rbuf-tbuf, @ 1-}; G4 
Notice that all these definitims are @tain@ Em the definition of 
the “generic gate” G by renaming lines, Thus -=-= in. what 2% hm' is 
a self explanatory mtatim ... we could have written: 
GO = G{1in }-> Witcksg mill-tram, out {+90} 
01 =‘G{13n }~-+pc_9 éntZ Flaps, out Pgl} 
Sud). a notation is essential to handle devices built by mecfing 
together large mmbers of ideutical cmponents. However, for Sim- 
plicity m shall avoid introducing definitions and manipulative laws 
necessary to smart line renaming. This will lead to sure verbosity 
bothinthiscasestudyandthenextoneo 
'Ihe registersm, PC, .406; IR3ARG all have a micropregram controlled write 
line. A typical one, with input in , write line urea, and output d'uié 
has behaviour: 
mggw 
2mm): A{ie§weg}i{0mW}§ REGmeegFeing is?) 
Sinee MAR arid PC miy hold; 
of mites got off and put Gets tie sixtw bit Wise busi iiie . ° 
of these two registers is thus smcifiefi to be: 
Whao) ‘3 A{Ms3mm}a{mww0 <0:15>}3 WCW—fibus «£51223 :3 
PCYwZ) " Mbusgwpehwa = LUZ <0;Jfi5>}lg PCWpe—ebuskfiflbg ml) 
The otl’m registers are sixteen bits wide? heme: 
ACCWZ) = Hbusgwacshmecquzb ACCGJaes-bbusfi 292) 
firms) = Mbusfiwizgheiimgh 1'me ebusg 2:751 
bit sews we nest adjust file size 
Q? 
ARGng) = MEI/isswarghmrgmyfi ARGMcng-avbusfi 2474) 
me ALUis buffet mister BU]? Yes no write iihe as it always stores the 
mine s1 its imam hence: 
5057(ng == Malehflufqfigfib BUF(@ZM) 
mementl 
The mm L 
mar” “mg—i 
MEMO?!) % mam 
bus W‘- 
s:- by a wry Ema-ties 
m eMem giving the materits of sad; addressg Its behavieur is: 
REMW) = Mmrgbus,mememtl} 
(mémth = Z-ther/Hnmmfl}, ME’MCIHU 
0nemcntl= 2 + ({mem= Q}, MEMémEbus/marflh 
({mm: @b WMMHH 
fins 2 m mementl causes a read m ie. the mtents of tie vane on line 
mam is-output; 2 {ii 272th causes a mite «- iaeo results in tie address 
mi lire man being 
rm the 
dwing s 
”file arithetic Imit alumtl 
i 
ALU 
avg 
sis 
egg. 
is a u . device with béiaviour given by: 
ALU = Margjbusgalucntlh - * 
{alu = (aZucntZ= 0 +bu33 
alucntZ=Z ibusi-Z 
alumtl=2 tang-Haas 
alucntl=3 mg-bus) }3 ALU 
'Ihus 0 on the mtrol line causes the value on the bus to be passed 
thrcmgh unchanged 2: 1 on the control line causes one plus the valve 
on the bus to be output; 2 on the control. line causes the sum of the 
tm inputs to be output and 3 on the control line causes their 
difference to be output, 
We can has define the data part of the host machine We; 
DATA (172,20 wajw 2175331124329 1 1’ “’2’ 
z: MMOHJIWCMOJJ PCCIJIM 400mg)! IRngll ABG(w4}i BUFQISN 
601611521 03! G4!ALU}BU31 n \L 
where L = {7776771, mar} avg, buf; g0, g1} g2, 9/33 943 alu; bus} 
The cmutrol unit CONTROL (13w) emits a woe of signals to the other 
devices which cause then. to perform the appropriate Operations 9 It is 
a segmential device whose behaviour is defined by a microprogram 
stored in the read only xterm}; ROM starting at address we We shall 
gointr) details of themicromde soonput first; togive an idea of 
W the cmtrol unit mrksg we describe the examples which illustrate 
has emitting the appropriate secpience of signals causes the right thing 
to hamen 
Sugpose the 1e1® is set to positim 1 (load P01, the ready and idle 
lights are on, and the butter is pushed The mntrol unit will then 
put] mthe lines rewandwpc andOmallotherlinese ‘IhusgateGO 
will Open and the value firm the switches «=- iaew value on line switches 
will be put .m the bus. During the sane Cycle, since the prm'ram 
oomter write line wpc carries a 19 the value an the bus file the 
valte fmn the switd'la) will be written into P0. 'Ihus the word set 
Lp m the switdies is loaded into the program counter in one microcyclee 
wide '-— 
7'71 I000~ 11% that the 1-0 is set in positim 3 (storel - ' v 
is pushede 'lhe cmtrol trait in this case will first simal i at lines 
rape and maze and 0' on all other lines. This causes G1 to wen? and so 
the contents of PC is put on the bus and then this is written into the 
mmry address register MARG To mlete the store cpertitimg m the next 
cycle the cmtrol unit signals 1 m line race to put the cmtents of the 
accumulator on the bus, and during the same cycle simals 2 (ioee mite), 
on memcntZ causing the memory to store the value which is m tie bus 
(viza the contents of 400) at the address in MAR (Viz. the cmtents of 
PC) a 'Ihus the contents of A00 is stored at the address in PC in two 
microcycles . 
Note that the descriptions above are irtprecise and inmIplete; full 
details can be found in the microcok, whidi we now descrihea 
In order to ccmplete the description of the host machine- all we have to 
do is specify the control unit, and to dofthis we must describe the 
nucroinstructicns which it interprets . These microfllstnicticns are 
represented by 30-bit words stored in a read only mry (the ROM 
whid1 can hold thirtyetwo microinstructions a. 
Each microinstruction has a 5-bit test fieldf two 5~bit address fields 
(the Ike-address field and the B—address fieldl , tee 2—bit centrol fields 
(for mamantl and aZucntZ) , twelve single bit cmitrol fields and one ’ 
unused hit (just in case we need it later”. ‘Ihe founat is shown in 
Fig. XV below: 
cm1trol fields 
A 
29282726252423.22212019181716151413121110.9 3 7 a 5 4 3 2 1 0 
WIIJIJVJ]Jlllllllrlllll’ll’llllll1 
-—-w-—- I P ‘—~'—' 
if 
T T i dZ e A-address B—address test 
mused rsw field field field 
mar ready 
memcntZ rbuf 
“P0 alucntl 
. rye warg 
mace rip 
mac“? 
Figs XV Microinstructim fornet 
m i? m - 
each (micro) cycle the valte put m a mntrol line is 
in the corrmding control field of tie current microinstmctidn 
For exan’bleg the micrometruction to load the program minim fm tie 
switdiesrmstcausea :Z onlinesrasw and mp0 and Omallother 
lines? thus it has bits 28 and 24 set to 1 and all otha mtrol hits 
set to 00 
The ROM-aaddress of the next moroinstructim to be interpreted after 
the current (me (,isea on the mxt microcyclel is normally the cmtents 
of the A—address field, unless: 
(i) The test field caitains 1 (Lei, binary 001); and :l is mart % the 
button lineg or the test field contains 2 (inea binary 0102 and 0 
is on the ace Slim. In either of these two cases the mat address 
is the ocmtents of the Beaddress fielda 
(ii) The test field cmitains 3 (iaeu binary 011) e In this case the rest 
address isebtainedbyaddingthevalueontheknob liretotheconw 
tents of the A—address field. 
(iii) ‘Ihe test field cmtains 4 (ieem binary 100)» In this case the next 
address is Obtained by adding the woode field (ice. bits 13 to 15). 
of the value on the in line to the contents—of the Braddress fielda 
Thus if the test field of the current microinstructims cautains 1 then 
pressing the button causes a branch to the Bwaddress; if the test field 
caatains 2 tlen a brand: to the Beaddress occurs if the accmmlator omtains 
0; if the test field mtains 5 then a brand; to a microinstructim 
determined by the position of the knw occurs, and if the test field contains 
4 then a branch to a Moroinftruction detenm‘ned by the opwde of the 
current machine mde instruction (iae. the contents of the instructim 
register) occurs. 
Before describing the microoo® resident in the mtrol mitis ROM WE 
reed a i’microassezblerQ mtatim to enable us to write m miminstIuCe 
time compactly and help us mrber their effect.» 
To smdfy the control bits of a microinstruction me @iine a set of 
”numrations' - i.e. atanic mtrol signals. These mist of the 
signals for reading the mntents of the registers m to the bus: 
rem, rpc, race, mix», rbuf 
sew " 
the bes iste tie misuse registm: «9 .. for mime the vsiee 
WW3 wpeg meeg wiry mg 
Tile signels mtmlling the 11mm: 
2°de write 
The signals controlling? the 
{hex 8mg dvif' 
and the signals metrofling the m single lights: 
readyfi idle 
1r: ~‘tiC mt 2 
9% say a. microinstiuctim m causes a. mimmrstice 0p it”: 
{i} 0p e {mswfimocfiPace3 rtimrbufgmamwpcgwaec}wfm:eeedyfi idle} and the 
bit is w wri’esmding t0 0p vie Figs. XV is 1% For esmmiey if 
bits 24 and 28 at w are :2 ' 
P570» 
(ii) op—enead and bits 25 and 26 of w cmtain 1 end, 0 remtiweiy {Se 
line mementl carries 1) 
(iii) op=mrite and bits 25 and 26° of :9 contain 0 and 1‘ respectively (so 
line memcmtl carries 2) 
(iv) op=£nc and bits 26“ and. 17 of w contaim 1 and 0 resmctively (50 
line alucmtl carries 1) 
(if) opmum and bits 26 and 17 of w cmtain 0 end I tesmctiveiy (‘se 1m 
(1124th carries 2? 
(vi) 0p=d1if see bits 16’ and 17 of .2 omtalm 1 and respectively {so him 
(21th carries 3) 
'- ape 351d 
we Specify the contmi bits of a micrdinstructicn hy giving a list of the 
.,,.- .tions it causes 9 and EWiIXg that all fields not specififi 
default to 03,, For ample? the list pace, write specifies that hits 21 
and26 csitsisz Malloflmcmtmlbitsmntai‘nm 
Te desaike s mists mimimstructim we use the netstim 
opp a a, waging address 
where 0:313 a o a gap?Z is a. list of m «on-stimts to m med, and. 
address is m expressimi specifiing the test mid sfitess fields as 
follmee: 
(13,} TO SmCify’ mt the -ou- of the 
me {OQZMEWSZ} W write: 
fl 
eggs 
(iiea we 2% addreesm} a 5:- into a mimins _ 
with 0 in the test field. and n in tie headdress fielda 
(ii) To smcify that tie address of the hart microinstruction is n if 
tie button is pressed and m otherwise we write: 
button-tram 
'lhis assembles into a microinstruction with 1 in the test field " 
and mm in the A“ and B-address fields remctivelyi 
(iii) To smcify that tie address of the next moroinstructim is n if 
tie accmrmlator eontajns 0 and m otherwise we write: 
acc=0+n,m 
'Ihis assarbles into a Himmstructim with 2 in the test field 
and mm is then A— and B-address fields re5pectively. 
(iv) To smcify that the address of the next microinstruction is n plus 
the m position we mite: 
knob+n 
This asseibles into a microinstruction Mth 3 in the test field and 
n in the A—address field. ~ 
(v) To Specify that the address of the mart microinstruction is 71 plus 
the contents of the Opt ode field of the current machine m 
instruction we write: 
0pc0de+n 
This assarbles into a microinstructim with 4 in the test field and 
n in the A—address field.» 
For example: 
ready, idle; button-r1, 0 
demtes the microinstruction mm. signals 1 m the ready and idle lines 
and 0 on all other watrol lines» The address of the next microinstruction 
(intheROMl is] if thebuttm isbemgpushed ando otherwise The 
actual microinstrlmtim W by this expressim is: 
29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 1918171615714 13 1211 10 9 8‘7' 6‘. 5' 4 3‘2 1' 0 
{FTOIUFOIOIOIOI0|OIOIOEOIOIOIUIJIZ1010IOTOJajajajajajzjalajz 
B—address test 
(I) (‘1) 
eggs 
Fige m o the weremde fer out ”a e iiei the centemte of 
the ROMQ filly 26 of the 32 Rowwaddress are usedi The n 
be self. emlanatoryi Fer example? PC+W mansneve mntents at PC 
into M48; ARG+WM(M4R) +BUF means add the contents of ARG and the mite 
in may addressed by W; and put the result into ZS'UIv"a 
In order to prove that the control Imit is mnect W mist first smcifig 
the semantics of mmoinstmction fomllya 
Let 
Rom = WordESJ +Wordf30] 
r e Pom are ftmctions which represent a possible BUM mtents 
by smcifying fer each, ROM address 20 (5 Word [Eje micmmstmticm 2%ij e WordBQL 
'fl’e smtics of a miCIUpmgram r with stat‘tjiig Wes w is: 
MICROCODE (23319) e Sequnobj button, 12?, ace }; 
P310, mar, memcnt Z} wpc, may meg Pact/33 wi‘m rim 
bargfi alucmtl, rbuf j ready, idle }] 
Whid’l is defined in Fig. XVII below 
a, 51 m 
ROE? mcmmmgticm 
afldress 
0 readw idle; button ->~ 13 0 branch to .2 if buttm pressefig oMse imp 
Z 3? knob +1 u."- lmob position 
2 2"st wpe ,7 0 switches +PC’ 
3 203703 waee 3: 0 ' switches +AC‘C 
4 rpe, wmcm ,:' 7 PC’ —> MAR 
5 ready ; button + 03 6 begin fetch-=deoode=~execute cycle 
6 rpej wmcw _; 8 PC’ + M4}? 
. 
7 Pack/:19 write; 0 
.406 -> MEM (M411?) fetch 
8 Iaead‘9 an}? 3 9 MEMQMR) + II? 
9 ,- opcode+10 decode 
10 3 0 halt 
11 rirgwpc ; 5 JMP: IR+PC 
12 ; acc=0+11,17 JZRO: 
1 3 raeej warg ,7 1 .9 ADD :A CC” + ARG 
14 race, wary _; 22 SUB :AC’C +ARG 
15 Finn/772cm 3: 24 LD:IR ->~MAR 
16 reimumzar ; 25 ST:IR+1‘MR 
17 203703 inc 5 18 PC+1 «>BUF 
18 rbuf, lope ; 5 “ BU}? + PC incmt program counter 
19 Mr, wmar ,3 20 IR + M4}? 
20 read, add 5 21 ARG + MEMUWIR) ~> BUF 
2.2 rbuf, mace 5 17 BUF+ACC 
22 M26, mar ; 23 IR ~> MAJ? 
23 read, sub ,7 21 ARGmfiEMUU-I’G) + BUF 
24 read: mace ; 1 7 WM(M4R) +AC’C’ 
25 mae,mrite; 17 ACC+MEM(M4}?) 
Fig» XVI Microinstructim in mntml mists 9 ROM: the micxnprogram mucode 
{5 U? Ex) 8 
MICROCODE (223 w) 
A{km0b§button3irjace}@ 
{mm = pm) <28>§ 
wmar = r(w) <27>fi 
memantz = r(w) <25:26>3 
mp0 = P(w) <24>E 
rpe = r(w) <23>3 
wade = P(w) <22>§ 
race = P(w) <21>3 
wir = r(w) <20}, 
rip = P(W) <19>3 
warg = P(w) <18>3 
alucntl = r(w) <16:Z7>, 
rbuf = rfiw) <15>3 
ready = P(w) <14>j 
idle = r(w) €13>}3 
MICRUCODE(P$(P(w) <0:2> = ZIfibutton-%r(w) <3:7>} 
wa) <0:2> = 2ikaea=0 —+r(w) <3:7>3 
r(w) <0:2> = 3 —vkn0b+r(w) <3i73>3 
P(w) <0:2> = 4 -%ir <13;15> + r(w) <8:12>3 
P(w2 <8:12>)) 
WSBE 
um defined in Fig m1 wifies the 
be germated by the new «a 'Ibese signals are actually invoked 
by the control part of the mst melfine stream in Figs m Emcee 
behaviour is defined by 
CONTROLMJW = [EROMQQJ [WOW] [DECODEJRmpc ram nectaddress 
where the mim‘cprcgram counter M30 is defined by: 
MPO(w) = Mnextaddresshthcmh WC'Mexmddress) 
The ROM is defined by 
ROM(P) = A{mpc},{r0m=r(mpc)} ROMCP) 
and the microinstruction decoder is a cmrplicated minaticndl device 
defined by: 
, DECODE 
= A {ram} knob, buttom ace, {Pb 
{nextaddress = (Pom <0:2> =1A button—upon: <3:7>3 
:com <0:2> =2A acc:0 +r'0m <3:7>3 
P0771 <0:2> =3 +knob+r0m <8:12>3 
P0777 <0:2> =4 +in <13:15>+ ram <8:12.>3 
rsw = ram <28)“9 Pom {8‘42”} 
wmar = ram <27>_, 
memcntZ = r0771 <25:26‘>‘9 
mp0 = 190771 <24>‘a 
rpc = Pom <23>, 
wacc = Pom <22>3 
race = ram <21>, 
wir = mm <20>_9 
rip = r0771 «29>, 
warg = ram «48>, 
aZucntZ = P0771 <16:17>§ 
rbuf = 140772 <15>3 
ready = Pom <14>3 
idle 2 ram <13) h DECODE 
It would be easy to mlmt DECODE as a mition of singlet 
carbinatiomal devices, but we shall not bother to do 809 
It is straightfomd to prove that CONTROL is correct by using the 
composition 6mm to prove: 
CONTROL = MICROCODE 
we cm at last ciefine 0m :w- of the no by: 
HOST 2’3 (103m w 5) =IICOIVTR0Lm9w) iDATAmywO w wggwaawmwfimm woswlfiwywwa} 13 
where L = {133.0} mapgnemcntl , mpg9 rpog mace, 3761633 wig rim warag‘9 alum-£12 :zibufijf".9 752?} 
To prove this correct me trust show: 
COIEUTER(m3w1w2) =HOST(0§mucodejm3wO wlfiwywagwwws ) +P ready 
where COMPUTERis defina in Figs XIII and Pready (,3) = true if an. only if 
3 (ready) = 
“file bulk of the proof cmsists in a mletely routine, but extrerely tedious E 
application of the omeltim theorem and simulation Wm to shoe that 
HOST armada) = 4% [HOSTMCHINE] 
where HOSTIMCHINE is the mohiime sham in. FigaXVIIIQ The moot of this? 
whim we quit, is the m of thing for which we need machine assistance 
The next step is to Shani that HOSMCHINE “area d has the promties' 
shom in momma m follows dixectly frcm Fig mi: and Definitim 12; 
Firefly, to oarplete the proof} we shm frmn Fig; fill and Figom by 
siirmlatim induction that: 
COMPUTER(772314}1 1422-) — SBEHOSTI‘MCHINEtPr eadyuo me 32013292310? wwws I 
EECUTEOHwa 202) = $[H03TMACHJNEiPM WJCSEm,w09w13m’2,w33w sl 
and hena 
C0WUTER(m,w1,w2) = $[HOSTM4C'EZIIIE] (031723100, w1,w2,w3,www5 “Pready 
= HOSTmucode (03mm w w w w”, ,SMJHD read 
0’ 1’ 2" 3’ y 
which establishes oorrectress a 
31121110 WMSOH ’IIIAX “51.1 
" Om ”[Om/ijw“ 4; )<—gg=m 
" O f w ‘ a: )«ing 
‘ 0 ‘ " re )+£z=m 
" 23 )4—22z—m 
‘ dZ’ )+Iz=m 
‘ ZZ' )+02=m 
‘ 08 )+6z=m 
‘ 9 )+82=m 
‘ BI 1+4z=m 
)+92=m 
‘1‘ 5g 1+91=m 
" 33 )<-H=m 
‘ 6Z )+2z=m 
‘(4I‘zz+0=am))+zr=m 
‘ 9 )<—Iz:=m 
‘ 0 )<-0r=m 
" 0Z+ <9Z58Z>€m +6 = .02 
‘ w " 6‘ )+8= 
“Elm/me‘ 0 )w = 
‘ w. " 9 )+.9= 
" ‘ (9‘0+q )+9= 
‘ )+§= 
)+2= 
)+Z= 
)+Z= 
6’ (o‘z-eq n+0: 
HH 3 
e; .\ O E E q 
3 
93 N 
3 a 
H 
6' O f 
C 
3333 q A N N 6 'V m 3 Q HHH 
‘ (r2 “<g[:0>€m@ 
‘<gz:0>sm" 0m ‘ 
cvz‘omg 
q N L03 
f I 
4- I 
3 Wr+<zzso>IW 
S a m g<gz:0>€m" 6" N 3 
C 6’ 3 I 
6' 6' I K 6 
g I 
I 
B 3 
m 
.- a E e m <g[.0> m 
m 
m 6‘ 6’ q N (‘4
f to m 6‘ 
g .' e e e <ZZ-0> m 
6' 
mmmmmm 
a mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 33333333333333333 Vi 
333333333 ‘3 f € 
:ifl'fl'cfl jjfijjjiiirj 
3 
:r 
33333333 a EEEEE’EEEEEEEEEE '3 U: m 
6’ f 6' 
q NNNN 3333333 
fl —\ O E E q E 6' 
-J 
HHHH 333 
q 
a 
:f 
OHOOOOOOOO LDLDLDLDLDU') 
a 
:3‘3‘ 333 “\‘i comma) 3333 q NNNN 3333 «a 333 e. 333333333 
6' 6 t 3 2‘ HHHH 
f 6 C q 3 OOH 333 n 
f 
‘<g[:0>ms¢ 3333 m 333 A BOOK 333.333'33 
6' 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
“’5 
“Y 
W 
W 
V 
W 
{6 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
LDLDIDLO 
3 
5‘3 d’d‘fi‘d‘ 3333 335% comma) 
3 
as: NNN 333 5% 3 a CO 33 3°! EESEEE 
E H 
((Sazghm‘emgzm‘ I02"00251‘14‘0'2) €{ms = 5911943029 ‘q : uoggmq ”>1 = qouawmaau 
{(0‘z+0:m) :27ij W0‘z«g=am0=m) :fipvax g'Zm=aov‘zm=ad} : 
.((Smghm‘emgzmflm‘om‘wgm) 35713 = sayoggms 6‘! = MOWWQ W = qowzmm 
mg 58'?” 00v 0;? W AW an 
W 
n 
I] 
[9232930141 x [QZJPgoffi x r92']P;l‘9.1’fi K [9231330134 x [SZJPJOfi 3‘ [SZJPJCW x E43231! x [QJPJOM = S 
mmu 34m 65) = ENIHQWSOH 
iJ 
mggw, 
e563“, 
HOSTWCHINE ~94? 
ready 
where S and out are as in Fig; MIL and heme: 
= (Si, 07Mj next F) 
out(32 (03m3w03w13w23w33w43 13 
out-(3g (V53m3w03w13w2fiw53w43w5)) = {pewflaacmggreadyzzfi dee=Ol 
105)) = {peed aecngready=29 idZe=U 
nexflflbzobzkfibutton by switchesr-swh (ijEwogwlg-wzfiw 31043293) 
(“€22 +(Ogmjwofiwfwzgwywéfiwsg 
b t (k=1 4’ (0317722009 
k=2 er (Ogrrzywmw 
sw<0:12>3u72,w33w43w5)3 
lgswmggwywsh 
k=3 + (OémEz‘QZ/wjLuiofiznvzgzngfizlgjgfizgéfiwgsi_.9 
Z<=4 e (ngjwojwlgwywsfiwéfiwsfl 
maxi: ? ({kwbfig butt0n=b£ switchesmwh ('53 mfiwofiwzjwzfiwsg “ways?” 
2 let {0p=m(w1)<15:15>3 addr=m(w1)<0:12>} 
in (5+(03m3w03w13wgew33w w5)3 
“623+ (0p=0+ (ijfiwlgwlj 4: 
op=1 -> (5377131213addr3w23m(w1)jw4§w5)3 
4.2 
wggmmzuw 217513 
1:35)} 
13zazvtlfizligjzvz(ml)32124‘.,u)1«<0:25>1422U,9 
op=3 + (55mg,addmwzfing-i-dedwgm(2421511)wa<0325>+113 
cap-=4 e (53mgaddmw1+23w2fln(addr)3m(wzgwgfiwzw:15>+ZJE 
0p=5+(53mgaddmwj'f-Zl,rrz(adci‘z>)“9772(201511343201<0:.TZ5>-=iv-IZ)_9 
0p=6 e (’5‘?r27[zyg/cnchc-Zr’]£3adciim,wZ-stgfim(2421577?ng“<0:Jib-+1)3 
43w1<0:15>+l))) 
op=2 4» (105:0 +(53m3w13addr,w22m(w1),w42 
(53mg? 
0p=7 + (53775200311) +1310 1 3m(wl),w 
2 
Page. XD: Promrtles of HOSTMACELINEv H9? 9 a dy 
Semd case sttfiy: correctness of mm systems 
in time case stwdy we illustrate how our model of register transfer system 
newt be used to analyse tire kind of algorithm mic}; are .o;:i" 1y «a» 
in daim. It. is Wrtant to be clear that we are mt trying to Imdel 
the :m‘plmtetions thmlvee , but mly their idealized behaviour. This ‘ 
befavim is aeslgned t0 be as simple as possible for the representatim 
”57 
m 
mg Wifica‘tim e; proof} of mammal 
be suitable for Wmllmg electrical prorjmties a 
We will build devices as mitims of the follcwiiig four primitives: 
la Gates cth 
2 a. Joins 
3 . Pullups 
4 .. Ground 
A good eletentary tutorial account of these is given in [2] ., We will mdel 
than by sequential behaviours whose lines carry three possible valies: high 
whid1 we denote bytzmeor 1, km which we denote by false or 0 and null 
which we mm by e a, 'Ihe null value, which we also used in the previous 
case study, is a trick; it is the valte output by a gate that is off and 
roughly corresponds to 'floaatingB or 'hi@1 impedancea - but this interpretation 
must not be taken too seriously. 
' 
The null value is needed to ml the capacitive effects of circuits like 
fibre the output of gate G1 is connected to the control of gate G29 lioeelly a 
gate mnducts (is “Uh“”) if its control line is hi?” so is the cieviw sham 
if the valte 0e 02th is high then the value m the control of 62 m iaei a: 
line Z on will he the value input on ”Ali New if anti goes lea then 62 st0psj 
confiuctihg (gces ”off“) and: the charge (or lack of; chage) at line Z will 
be -u . anti will mtime to control the Mmfiour of 62 mtil it decays 
W6 For -o=w- if both anti and. i] are high thw heth G: and 62 will@ 
m; new if on the heart cycle (in-bl- goes lcegthen the positive serge mi Z 
tell he .ooea‘ and (.12 will cmtinLe to Mote Similmly if 751 had We 
1% then when cntZ went lGfl GZ weuld ccntinue to be off» We shall assume 
dew tines are just me cycle image, This is ratlm pessimistic? t t it is 
asafea and enables us to give an”interesting discussim of refreshing ;; longer 
decaytitres areeasytormdelg asweshell shes“. 
'lhe way re model the behaviour just described is to represent gates as 
devices with rmryy sud). that the “effecti’ei mtrol valie is the value 
an. the control input if this is not nulla but if the mtrol input is nullg 
then the stored value is the effective control valieo if the effective 
cmtrol valie is 1 then the gate outputs its input otherwise it climate {3. a 
mus a gate 
has behaviour defina by: 
G(‘i:) = J‘vi'igc'rztlh.{0:(cmtlfilv(anti:$/\‘l:=.‘l)ti,9 Q Hi G(crztl) 
This assures a decay titre of me cyclee The bazavicur of a gate with infinite 
decay tine at Lee the charge tram m the control =. 
mntrol stays isolated «=— is smly: 
G(t) = Afigcntlh‘foflcntZflchtZ: @ Aral) +13, @ )L G(cntZ= @ et‘gcntl) 
We shall assme came cycle decay tire firm mm m w ie. the first definitisi 
of G will be used. 
aslmgasthe 
@359- 
elves . it will sinelify calculations if we allege t 
m restrict certain lines to only carry now-null valuesa Doing this 
is a smcial case of using a slightly generalised ~ in much lines 
are two.» In this generalised model we assume each line Z 6 Line 
has an associate& dam DomEZL For examples, we ooulfl assmre that 
for all Z 5 Line that DomEZ] 2 Val == this woulfl corresmnd to what we have 
hmn doing up until new, i.e. to the ungeneralised Mela If we assign 
clarejns tolinee we must modify the definition of SigEX] to be 
SigEX] = {s I for all ZeX .: 8(1) 6 DomEZJ} 
Since ComCX;YJ and SquX;.Y] are defined in terms of Sith] and SigEY] 
nemtn‘odifythemtoom allweneedtodois plugthenewSigEXl anfl. 
SigLY] into mfinitions 2 arfi Be 
Mien writing dam behaviours we met be sure they are 'well—typed“ e e.go 
in expressions of the form {y =E'y lg 51'} the valve of E. must be in DomEYL 
If DomEZ] =D then we will write Z:D. In fact we only reed two types of 
lines. Let B002+ be the dmnain containing 1,0 and 9 and 8001 be the 
usual dunain containing just 1 and 0. For this case study we shall only 
use lines Z such that either Z:BooZ or 2:80022 the latter being the default. 
Thus unless we explzbcitly declare that Z:BooZ assurre that Z:BooZ+ - i.e. that 
Z might carry a .. 
moan rm the behaviour of a gate (with me cycle klay tine): 
G(t) = Macmil}, {0 = (cntZ = 1V(cntl = 6 At = 1) +75, 9) thoth) 
If we declare cmtlflool then the case entZ = 6 hem impossible and the 
definitim sirrplifies to 
G(t) = A{i,cntl}.{0 = (cntZ-MZ, 9)},G(cntl} 
whidi, by simulatim inductim, is equivalent to the purely cmbinational G 
defined by: 
G =.:A{i,cnt1}.{o =(entz+7:, WM; 
Notice that we cannot declare o:BooZ for this example because 
G-(t) ({i =x,cntl=0}) = {o : 9}. To make our notation really safe and rigorous 
we need to Specify tym checking rules for it@ 
If m assxme 7:13th35002 then the behaviour of the circuit 2 
cth 
2 
is given by: 
Bét) =[IIG2 |G2(tJD\Z 
vdiere GI = Hiijmtlhfl = (anti->i13fi) hGZ 
62h?) éA{732,Z}.{0= (Z =ZV(Z =$At=1) +7529@)}3G2(Z) 
Then by the mitim theorem 
B(t) = A{£1,i2,cnt1}, 
letrec {Z = (071231 +ilj@)} 
in {0:(Z=1V(Z=@At=1)+i2,%)},B(Z) 
= Mil; 732,071151}. 
{0 = 6'th A751) V ('5th A t = 1) +223 9) },B(cntl +i1,@) 
All the other primitives besides gates are purely mimetimaii 
AjoinJ 
is xfined by 
J = A{i1,i2}.{0=(7§1=@+£2, (Zt2=$+1:137:1 vi2))},, J 
Thus joining null am a value gives the value and joinirig two non null 
values gives their disjunctione If we extend V by @fining? 
6w: = x V@ = a: 
Tm the aefinitim of J beou'res: 
J = Aiil$i2}®{0:il\lé2}§ J 
A mllup PU 
has behavicmr: 
PU = A{i}.{o=(i=0-+0§1)}j PU 
Thus a pullup txanSrLits non-null values Imchangedy and pulls ® up to 1,; 
3117.5 is our version of Ohm's LawZ 
The final primitive ground GND 
has behaviour: 
GND = A{}.{o=0}, GND 
We summarise om: nMDS primitives in Fig. XX 
Gate GCt) cntZ 
_L 
7: 0 
G(t) :2 lfi,cntl}.{0=€cntlzl V (amt-Z: @At=1) +75, $ )L G(cth) 
Join J 
., 
7,1 , 
0 J-:A{i1,i2}.{0=i1 vigh J 
Pullup .PU _ V?” 
PU = M i}. {0=(15=0 + 0.9 1) L PU 
W GND 0 
:1:- 
GND = A{}.{0=0}, GND 
Fig XX- anDS primitives and flieir behaviou- 
a. .5; .u 12 ” 
A eonventimal mm inverter inglemntation is: 
VDD V 
within our W]. the behavioxn" of this is: 
NOT(t) = [’[GItHGNDlPt/Imz 12 
when: GCt) = A{Zl,£}.{12=(£=l v (i: @At=1)+213 @ My 6(73) 
GND = x{}.{21=0}, GND 
PU = A{ZZ}.{0=(ZZ=0—>031)}3 PU 
and hence by the carpositim theoran and sate 3-«valued boolean alg-.. ran. : 
NOTCt) 
2 M75}, 
letrec {11:03 12:91:] v (i=$At=1)->Z13 W} 
in {0=(ZZ=0+031)}, NOTE) 
= A{i},{o=(i=1 v (13 =$At=1) +031)}, NOT(1I) 
If we extend “'3 fm 3002; to Boofby defining: 
16 = 1 
then the inverter's behaviour can be written as: 
more) = A{£}.{0=(i:@+1t, my}, New» 
Tnus for now-null inputs the input is just inverted, and when null is 
input the negation of the valLB stored is Output; the valte stored is 
the value cm the input line ’5 during the preVious cycle. 
If we declare 723002. (file. only use the inverter in a context where m1“ 
null values are input) then the behaviour simplifies to 
NOT(t) = A{i}.{o= ‘11:}, N0T(1Z) 
which by sinulatim inducticn is equal to NOT defined by 
NOT = A{7Z}.{0=111}, NOT 
@63w 
statim 0f e NOR elamt is 2 
“—1.... 
In our model the behaviour of this is given by; 
A70R(t1,t2) = [G1(t1) IG2(‘!:2) IGNDIJIPUE\ZZ Z2 ZS Z4 
wheretGUtl) = A{Zlgi1}.{12=(1fil=1 v (751=%A tl=1) +21, 9)}; G1(131) 
62(t2) = A{Zl,’£2}.{13=(i2=1 v(i2=eAt2=1)—>213 eJL 02(712) 
J = A{12,13}.{Z4=12VZ3}, J 
PU = A{Z4}o{0=(l4=0+03;7)}, PU 
GND = A{}.{Zl=0}, GND 
Hence by the mitten theorem and safe knolean algebra using the 
extended meanings of '1 and v on 30014-0 
‘N0R(t1,t2) 
= MilgiZ}. 
letrecflkas 
12: (731:1v (i1=$AtI=1)+ Z], 9), 
13: (12:1v (i2=$At2=1)+ 11, e), 
Z4212 V13} 
in{o=‘(14=o+ 0,11}: NOR(i1,i2) 
= A{il,7§2}.{0=1f/’i1=®+t1,i1)v (7:2=@A+t237:2))}3 NOR(i1,i2) 
If we declare i1,i2:BooZ then this simplifies to 
NOR(t1,t2} = A{711,112}.{0=1(i1v 752)}, N0R(’£13i2) 
Md“; by simulation inductim is mulvalent to N0]? @fined by: 
NOR =A{i1§i2},{o=“a(i1 v 71.2)}J3 NOR 
”54%, 
In the staCR oomtrollet'wfiich.we analyse later we will use NOR gates 
in a cantext in whim one of the inputs can never have a null valley 
but not mcessarily the other ones If 131:8002 thm the behaviour 
sjrrplifies to 
NORM) = A{i1,i2}e{o= Mil v (1:2: e+tji2))}§ NORMZZ) 
We no»: analyse the stack will shovm in FigOM; which is taken fm Mead 
and Conway E10] Plate 6» 
t‘Z’Z 
12 r"'1__o ‘ 302 
G2 ‘7 
01 % G3 Z4 
Fig. XXI Stadc. Cell 
w 05 a ‘4 
We assm‘e that shim trig trig 871297213752 :BOOZE m hence file v 
stack mll is given by: 
STACKC’ELLMF'L'Z) = [[61 IG2|G3I041JZ IJ2I1V0T1(7‘:1) 'NOT2(752}]]\ZZ Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 
where G = Milyshzfidllz (she-Filawhfl 
G: = M02, trlhiZZ= (trZ+023@)}302 
G3 = Molgtrr};{l4 =61§m~+01;$) }3G3 
G4 = AfiZfihZLflS: (shZ+i23$)},G4 
J1 = M11, Z2}.{Z3 = Z] v 22},J1 . \ 
J2 = M14, 25h {16 = Z4 v 2.5th 
11701:] (131) = M13}. {01 :(13 = amtlfl Z3)}91V0T1(13) 
r10T2ct2) =. M16}. {02 = (16 = a—thg 16) }3N0T2(Z6“) 
By the wit-1m Theom we can easily Show that the behaviour of the 
stack cell is as Show in Figs XXII 
STACKC’E’LL (1:15, t2) 
= Mshr, trig, firm, .9th 7:1; 7:2 }. 
letrec {13 = (shr+i1,$) V (tr’1+ 023$), 
Z6 = (251°? +01,9) V (sh-Z+7l2,c9)3 
01 = (Z3 =5+1t1,‘713}, 
02 = (16' =9+7t2‘fl 16)} 
in {01 = (Z3 =9+1t13l13h02 = (16 =9+7t29116)}3 AS'TACKCELL(1.3:9 Z6) 
Fig. XXII Behaviour of stack oell 
'Ihe omtroller, which we shall use to drive the stack cell (and whidi is 
described below), will always drive exactly one of the omtrol lines 
shr,trl,trr,shl high at a time. If we assme 131,752 : 3001 then we can 
derive fmn Fig. XXII 
mggw 
STACKCELL(t13t2} 
A{She3trZ,trP$shZEilji2}a 
(3hr = I A m = 0 Atrr»: 0 A 5722 = 0 a» (£01 =ailgoz = WchSTACKC'ELLMlfieUfi 
3hr : 0 A wz = 1 Amara: 0 A 3712 = 0 -> ({01 = 232 302 = ‘EtZgSTACKCELI/(‘itzgeng 
87113 = 0 A tPZ = 0 Atria”:- 1 A ShZ =10+ ({01 =‘Et1302 = t1 ‘};STACKCELL(@3ltZU3 
shin = 0 A tel = 0 Aim“: 0 A 3711 = I «A ({01 = itjgoz = ii2}3STACKCELL(ag 752 M3 
8hr = 0 A tel = 0 Atmnz 0 A shZ = 0 —> ({01 =7t1302 =1 t2}jSTACKC'ELL(@$% My 
Netice that if all the Gentrel lines ate kegt lea flurihg a cycle then the 
values stored em both gates decay te hulie To avoid this the eehttellet 
meet Geestantly refresh the dataw The cahtrol scheme flescrihefi hy'Meafl and 
Cenwey is based an a tee phase clock (as are all their hMDS algetithmsia 
mixing the first phase (phase I) either she or tel is driven high and eating 
the seconfi phase (phase 2)efiitea:tzs=or shl is firiven higha The idea is 
that during phase l the value stored in NOT] (idea. 132 ) is refreshed or mdated 
whilst the value stored in NOTZ decays to a, an& auring phase 2 the value 
stored is NOT] (iaeatg ) is refreshed or L@dateda Mist the value stored in 
[VOTZ decays to $0 mire epazifically we see firms the eiqmessim for 
STACKCVE’LL(751‘9 ‘32) just derived that: 
la Driving she high stores in NOT] the valie input Ch 732 w iaeo dees 
a tight shift, ’ 
23 Driving tel high stores in NOT] the negatieh of the value in NOTZ 
m iaem does a left recirculate, 
3. Driving tnphflgh.stores in NOTE the negatieh of the value in NOTE w 
i.ea flees a right recirculatea 
4. Driving shZ high stores in NOTZ the value input on £2 a ioe. does 
a left shifto 
:2»:- me Emmet refresh by recirmllatihg the (late ibeide 
the stack cell by alternatively driving 15222 and try» high 
in ordm to enable the stadt cell to be driven Em a single line Bead aria 
describe a; controller ([10] page 73) whim we will m1 with a @vioe: 
0? 
CIVTL (t3 e) 
8hr trZ tw 3712 
where @3001 is the control state and 0:8002 is the clock state abfl: 
CNTLttgc) 
= Moph {7511“ :(c’ +0‘3 it),shl = (c +0jt),trZ = (c +‘lt3 0),shz= = (e +1130) L CZVTLMPfle) 
= Moph 
(c A t +{shr = 1,11% = 0,'{;r’1~= 0,3711 = 0}} 
ah i t -> {3hr = 03 trZ 2 132mm: 0, em = 0}, 
1 0A1t + {3hr = 0, tel = 0372,24: 1‘9 shZ 2 0b 
1c A t a» {37112 = 03 trZ 2 03mm“: 03 shZ = 1})BCIVTL(0p, We) 
The 1% is theta: 0 duringfllase l and (3:1 during glase 2; t3 whidi is the 
value input on 0p during the previous cycle” cletermin% whether to shift 
or recirculatea 
If 1% mine the omitroller CIVTL with a stack cell the resulting system has 
beiaviour: 
STACIQSYSMP 1:25 1530) =ESTACKC’E’LLH21, t9) IC’AI’JEH‘Q,9 0111\st tel tray» 3712 
amrecmthenshow: 
'EBW - 
STACEQS’YSPth tad) 2.3 
2; MopgilgiZL 
(e A t + ({ 01 =‘3711, 02 = 172215 STACKSYSMZggjongUg 
amt + ({01 = 752, 02 = 77:2Lg,STACKSYS(“my@90119 0))9 
7cm: + ({01 at? 02 = t1}3STACKSYS($‘, Ttlgopg 2))3 
“30A t ({01 =7t1902 =7i2}3STACKSYS(@,i230p31H@ 
m this we see that if. 5;) is driven lav during phase 1 then during file next 
phase 2 a left recirculate will occur, aha. if OP is driven low fiuring phase 2 
then during the next phase l a right recirculate will occura Thus a @0th 
streamer 093 an op keeps the data recirculating in the stack cell so tint it 
flees not decay mye We can also see that to shift in. the value on the 751 
line durim phase 1 one must drive op high outing the preceding phase 2‘? arm 
to shift in the value m the 732 line durihg phase 1 one must drive 0;: high 
during the preceding phase 28 
we thus see that a controller with behaviour CIVTL (t, e) is correct; the 
inplemntation of this behaviour given in Mead and Comray is sham in Fig MIL 
6§m ca 
quuooaeewa gacabaoael.nuamanoo 
fir? 
a 8%; sovaoaéubadnaaaOBUdluuuamauaaaaaaraaaasaeao cant-OD n‘ooopaooaaaw ooooaon We.nawaaanonaa goo»sue-annaaananflu.no-aue no Gun-enoao~<¢a-°a-o<.a 3.30 (1qu- 
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Fige XXIII Implementation of the stack controller 
Tie lines phlgphzmool are oomnectefl to tie Clocka If we also fieclare 
op:BooZ then the only lines in FngMH that will catty e are the outputs 
of the tvm gatesa We can thus use simplified behaviours for all the gates 
and half the [VOT’s and 1170}?ng 
Note also that the tm subsystems inside the dottefi line boxes are identical@ 
Eadi subsystem (in View of the rarerks above about which lines catty e ) 
has a behaviour CONE) defined by the device: 
02 
01 be; 
fl 0? l 12 NORZ (t) 01 
G 
[KORE 
02m) 1'3 
'lhus : 
COIWt) =|I1VOT1 IG INORZ INORZ(t) [NOT1(t)]1\11‘12 ZS 
2mm 2 Mczh {11 =1c2},1v0:r'1 
G = Hamel}, {12 = (cl +03%) hG 
NOB? = M1], 13L. {02 = 1(11 V 13)}3N0R2 
1VOR1(t) = A{ZZ,ZZ}9{01 21(11 v (12 = a+t,zz))},1v031(12) 
NOT2(t) = Mzzh {23 = (12 = @+‘itfl 22) },N0T2(12) 
m 71 w 
- 
E? the smfgm%ifiififl Themrem 
CON($) 
=- Mopgeijcz’h 
letrec {Z2 =1 32$ Z2 : (8] —>0p$%)3 ZS = (Z2 2 @+?tg‘a12)} 
in {02 =1 (ZZ v (’22 = %»7’:QZ2))302 2‘? (Z: v ZS) bCOZWZB) 
2' Mop‘ngeZh 
{01 :‘K (7 02 V6791 +fifiop1502 =7 (782 v (1a.? +Wtflop)) 190017le + opfié‘) 
II MopficchBh 
{01 = 82 A (cal +7 opfl $502 = 82 A (61 +0p3t) bC‘OZWeZ +0393 @) 
‘Ifia Camlete omtroller can now be assanbled Em twat) subsystm: 
CONZ(tZ) 
0? 
tPZ 
C0N2(fi2) 
375m 
w 72 m ‘ 
- 
”file behaviom of tie carpiete cmtroller is phmz 
CONTROL(t13t23e) = [CUNZ(tZ) ICUN2(t2) flCLOCE(eIU\pfiZ ph2 
where 001111 (t1) = Mopgphlgphfla 
{£14392 phz A (p721 +70pflt153hl = pk? A (phi amp; t1) h) 
CON] (phi +0p§ @) 
and CORIZPtg) = A‘Eopgphl‘gphZh 
{trl 2 p711 A (pk? +Eopflp213shr = p711 A (p712 —>»op_9 152) 5 
002172 (phi? » 0P3 @) 
and mom; ; Mk {W = 03pm s? ammcm a} 
Fran Web it follm that: 
CONTR0L(t13t236) 
= Mop} 
letrec {p.41 =c3ph2 =70} 
in {m =ph2 A (phl +10%? 731$9 
ski =ph2 A(ph1 +0pj,‘z&1)c9 
tzal =ph1 A (p712 +Wopflt2)3 
8hr =ph1 A (pHZ—wmtg) ]'3 
CONTROL ( (phi + 0p, W, (p212 + op, @) fa a) 
and hang 
CONTROL (1313f a} 2" 
= Moph 
{trap = (c+0,1 t1),shZ = (0+03t1), trZ = (e +1t23 Dusk? = (0+t23 0) 1‘3 
CONTROLHc -> op, £5 (a ~> 9, op);1 c) 
"’ihus dieing phase i {(2:03 a is stored in com and 0p in COM? and Wing 
«is-2 2 (a: 1} OP is stored in com and a in com Thiegin germal 
for sate t the value stored in 001931 is (0+s t) and in COMB is (eetg a) 
and thus to Show CONTROL is correct we nest shoe: 
C'NTL(t£,e) = CONTROL((c + $3 t5 (0 + t3 $50) 
which follows easily by sixrmlation inductiono 
This airpletes the verification of both the stack cell and time stack controlleri 
Although. our model of him is very, very simple, we h0pe this (saw study has 
shown that nevertleless it enables us to make a nmwtrivial analysis of ftmctional 
behavioun 
Conclusions 
We have tried to shoe thaty by nodelljng register transfer systems with smtial 
behaviours, m can express and reason about both Specifications and inpletentations p 
in a. clean and mifom way, at many different levels of abstraction. . What we 
haw mt shown is whether our techniques can be scaled up to “real‘ exanplesi 
‘Ihisy we feel, is tie crucial test. We hOpe that by Splitting up behaviours 
into cqnpoeitions of simpler ones (as in the case studies) we can reduce large 
prohlars to collections of small mes. One of the goals of our future work 
is to test this hypothesis by attei‘rpting to model and verify larger and 1m 
systema We believe machine assistance is essential for this i and we have 
M @ne sane eminents in compiling behaviour definitions into executable 
code useful for simulation. However, although simulation can be a powerful tool 
for verification, we are still pursuing the more rigorous goal of verificatim 
by proof. To this end we plan to experirrent with using an interactive netalanguage 
to cmtrol manipulations of expressions deleting behaviours; ”mis nethmlogy 
is based m a similar one used with sane success in the ICF project [4L 
Actnmledgarents 
hat of my theoretical ideas derite frcm the work of Robin IViilnere Smnfifl 
bdiaviours were first used by him [7], although for a different purpose. The 
idea of representing two dimensional diagrane by me dimensional expressions using 
ompositim and restrictim cores from [6]., More thy oasis] has set a 
@74s - 
oulafyfl m i er mmaive ans manipulative 51‘ t 
Whid’l l hm trifl. to cm (e g, the wrpositim theorem is insp -. by 
we s nuc- theorem) 9 Finally there is sure how that my rredel might 
just he a special case of the new synd'ironous 0% [939 
l ham had a number of useful conversations with Luca Cardellig especially 
cramming his interesting language WC 1] , and with Matthew Hemessy on 
the relation between synchrony and asynci‘mronye l have also benefited Em 
talking to Jacek Ieszczylowski and Igor Hansen about their WE'R on microcode 
descriptim and analysis [3]e 
. V, here was partly swrted by the University of Southern 
California’s Infomlation Sciences Institute@ Mailst l was l has 
valuable interactims with Steve Crooker and his Prim verification groupa 
For the rest of the tine l was smrted by an sac Afivanmd Fellmships 
Finally, I would like to eSpecially thank Dorothy l/t'Kie and Gina Temple for 
successfully completing the heroic task of typing this pmicularly difficult 
Il‘eaausoriprto 
smears: 
G’s-75% 
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